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INTRODUCTION!
Interest in the revival of the practice of confession has increas
ed SIGNIFICANTLY IN RECENT YEARS. IN THE FIELD OF PaSTORAL PSYCHOLOGY,
writers are INCREASINGLY SEEKING TO UNDERSTAND THE PLACE OF CONFESSION
in bringing about the healing of personality. within the christian
Church some assume that confession is of central importance in the care
OF souls.
The increased interest in confession is found in the form of
"SHARIMGj' which PLAYS A LARGE PART IN THE ACTIVITIES OF THE GROUP MOVE
MENTS. Many people who have remained untouched by the ordinary
MINISTRIES OF THE CHURCH ARE NOW BEING MINISTERED TO THROUGH THE
"sharing" EXPERIENCES OF GROUP RELATIONSHIPS.'
The need for confession is not justified solely tJY traditional
RELIGIOUS practice; its great importance for mental health is also
acknowledged BY PSYCHOLOGISTS AND PSYCHIATRISTS. JuNG RECOGNIZED THE
importance of the confessional experience for mental health when he
said:
There appears to exist something which may be called the
conscience of the human race, which metes out its own punishment to
everyone who does not somewhere, at some time, restrain his pride in
his own virtue and abstain from s e l f - j u s t i f i c a t i on by making a con
FESSION OF HIS OWN SHORTCOMINGS. It IS AS IF THE UNRESERVED
CONFESSION THROWS ME INTO THE ARMS OF HUMANITY. IT FREES ME FROM
^GoTE Bergsten, Pastoral Psychology (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 1951), p. 73-
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the: burden of moral exile.'^
The NEED TO CONFESS HAS IN THE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BEEN RECOGNIZED AS A VITAL PART OF CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE. THE PRACTICE OF
CONFESSION HAS BEEN KEPT ALIVE BOTH WITHIN THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND TO
SOME EXTENT OUTSIDE IT. CONSEQUENTLY, IT CONTINUES TO BE A SUBJECT OF
VITAL INTEREST TO BOTH THEOLOGIANS AND PSYCHOLOGISTS.
L THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The MINISTRY OF CONFESSION HAS ALWAYS BEEN TAKEN SERIOUSLY BY
THOSE WHO EMBRACE THE SACRAMENTAL INTERPRETATION OF LIFE. THE NATURE OF
THIS SACRAMENTAL CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE CONTAINS A FORMAL LEGALISM WHICH
IS REFLECTED IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CONFESSIONAL. ThE CONFESSIONAL
BECAME THE MEANS BY WHICH PRIESTS MAINTAINED CONTACT WITH THEIR PARISH-
(ONERS. Counseling was but a by-product."^
In THE Protestant groups, the confessional that is now developing
IS not so much AN INSTITUTION BUT A MOVEMENT RISING UP AMONG PASTORS WHO
SEE THE NEED AND PREPARE THEMSELVES TO MEET IT MORE EFFECTIVELY. JOHNSON
STATES THAT THIS DEVELOPING PrOTESTANT CONFESSIONAL IS NOT TO BE PATTERN
ED AFTER THE FORMAL LEGALISM OF A ROMAN CATHOLIC SACRAMENT. THE SACRA
MENTAL "CHARACTER WOULD APPEAR UNSUITED TO THE PROTESTANT TEMPERAMENT AS
WELL AS TO THE VITAL PSYCHIC NEEDS OF FREE AND FULL CATHARSIS OF THE
h
HIDDEN EMOTIONS." It IS ALSO UNLIKELY THAT PUBL I C , CONF ESS I ON TO A
CONGREGATION WILL RELEASE THE DEEPER REPRESSIONS OF PERSONAL ANXIETY AND
Carl G. Jung, Modern Man Search of a Soul (New York: Harcourt
Brace and Company, Inc., I93'"^T7"pP' 39-^^
3
VJayne E. Oates, Protestant Pastoral Counsel i nq (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1962)", p. "89^
k
Paul E. Johnson, Psychology of_ Pastoral Care (New York:
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953), T7 106.
3GU !LT.
The confessional that Johnson discusses is embodied in the pastor
al counseling relationship. He states that in the counseling relation
ship PASTORS ARE LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND THE HIDDEN DYNAMICS OF PERSONALITY,
TO DEEPEN EMPATHETIC RELATIONSHIPS, TO LISTEN PERM I SS I VEL Y, TO ENCOURAGE
EMOTIONAL RELEASE AND INSIGHTS, TO HELP A PERSON DISCOVER INNER RESOURCES
AND TO TAKE POSITIVE STEPS ESSENTIAL TO GROWTH. ^ WHEN THE PASTOR SEEKS
TO PROVIDE THESE ELEMENTS, CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES ARE ENCOURAGED.
It is THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY TO DETERMINE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
A CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE IN THE PROTESTANT PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATION
SHIP. The STUDY seeks to understand the essential FACTORS OF THAT
RELATIONSHIP AND RELATES THE CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE TO THE COUNSELING
RELATIONSHIP. IT ATTEMPTS TO PRESENT A pROTESTANT VIEW OF THE CONFESS
IONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN THE PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP.
II. THE JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY
Since confession and pastoral care are Protestant traditions it is
IMPORTANT TO STUDY THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO EACH OTHER. AlSO, WITH TODAY'S
increased EMPHASIS UPON THE FACE-TO-FACE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PASTOR
AND HIS PEOPLE IT BECOMES EVEN MORE SIGNIFICANT TO UNDERSTAND CONFESSION
IN THE COUNSELING SETTING.
To STUDY CONFESSION AND ITS RELEVANCE TO PASTORAL COUNSELING
SUGGESTS A SIGNIFICANTLY PROTESTANT CONFESSIONAL SETTING. BONNELL EX
PLAINS THE Protestant approach to confession by saying that in the
TRADITIONAL FUNCTION OF THE pROTESTANT MINISTER THE RELATIONSHIP IS "a
face-to-face ENCOUNTER AS OPPOSED TO THE ROMAN CONFESSIONAL WHERE THE
Ibid.
kpenitent is hidden from the priest by separate compartments."^
Further justification for studying the place of confession in the
pastoral counseling relationship is supported by the increased emphasis
upon THE PASTOR AS A- COUNSELOR AND UPON MAN's NEED TO UNBURDEN HIS GUILT.
As EARLY AS LuTHER, CaLVIN, AND OTHER REFORMERS, THE PASTOR WAS EXPECTED
to function as a confessor.
Let every believer remember, if he feels such secret anguish from
a sense of his sins, that he cannot find repose without some exterior
aid, to use this remedy, as it is offered him by god: which is, that
in order to alleviate his distress, he- should first disburden himself
to his pastor . . .7
Mi. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
The ORGANIZATION OF THIS STUDY IS PROGRESSIVE IN NATURE. CHAP
TER 11 INITIATES THE STUDY WITH A SURVEY OF A BIBLICAL VIEW OF CONFESS
ION. The TEACHINGS OF THE Ol D AND NEW TESTAMENT ARE DISCUSSED, PRESENT
ing the basic concepts of confession as found in the bible. chapter iii
presents a historical survey of the confessional ministry in the church.
Four basic historical periods describe the development of confession
FROM the Catholic church to the Protestant groups. Chapter IV studies the
PASTORAL relationship AND THE COUNSELING SETTING. ThE SIGNIFICANT
FACTORS RELEVANT TO BUILDING AND MAINTAINING THE PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP
8
BETWEEN THE PASTOR AND HIS PEOPLE FORM THE MAJOR CONCERN OF THIS CHAP
TER. The FINAL CHAPTER ATTEMPTS TO SYNTHESIZE THE CONFESSIONAL EXPERI
ENCE AND THE PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP. THIS CONCLUDING CHAPTER
John S. Bonnell, Pastoral Psychiatry (New York: Harper and
BROTHERS Publishers,
"^Max Thurian, Confess ion (London: SCM Press, 1953)^ pp- 19-20.
^The terms counselee, client, and parishioner are used synony
mously IN THIS thesis.
5DRAWS UPON MATERIAL DISCUSSED IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS. ThE CHAPTER
discusses the significant ASPECTS OF THE PASTORAL RELATIONSHIP AND THE
pastor's role, WHICH ENCOURAGES CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES IN THE COUNSELING
SETT I NG.
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study is limited to confession aNd its place in the pastoral
COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP. ThE PASTORAL RELATIONSHIP IS STUDIED FROM A
Protestant perspective. The Roman Catholic concept of a sacramental con
fessional IS ALLUDED TO ONLY AS IT BRINGS UNDERSTANDING TO THE PROTESTANT
confessional EXPERIENCE,
This thesis will not investigate the several related fields of
psychotherapy, psychology of religion, and general psychology except as
they relate to an understanding of "relationship." it is also inevitable
that this limitation excludes other vital confessional opportunities such
as: GROUP THERAPY, PUBLIC WORSHIP, SOCIAL SERVICE, AND THE VALUE OF THE
"community" in THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
CHAPTER 11
BIBLICAL BASES FOR CONFESSION
Confession has always been a part of fellowship with God. Dirks
OBSERVES THAT "GOD, WHO IS RICH IN MERCY TOWARDS THOSE WHOM HE LOVES, HAS
provided a METHOD OF RESTORATION OF FELLOWSHIP, AND THAT METHOD IS CON
FESSION."' Even in this restored fellowship, confession continues as a
vital part of man's worship. It involves acknowledgement of sin and
helplessness, the declaration of the acts of God by which man receives
release from his troubles, and praise and thanksgiving to the mighty God
2
who shows mercy to his people.
The necessity of confession is clearly supported by the Biblical
writers. The writers of the Old Testament suggest two basic ideas in
THE word confession. ThE FIRST IDEA EMBODIES THE SENSE OF A DEMAND FOR
confession of sin. God's repentance toward Israel usually came as a
result of this confession. The second idea is a confession of praise to
God. 3 In addition to these two distinctions, the New Testament adds a
THIRD meaning, NAMELY, A CONFESSION OF ChRIST, ThE NEW TESTAMENT
writers use TWO Greek words to convey these three meanings of confess.
Paul L. Dirks, "The Biblical Doctrine of Confession" (unpublish
ed Master's thesis, Dallas Theological Seminary, Dallas, 1955)^ ^'
2
W.A. QuANBECK, "Confession," The Interpreter's Dictionary of the
Bible (New York: Abingdon Press, \$62jJ~\, p. bbf-
�^iBiD., p. 5-
7I. CONFESSION IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
UNDER THE LAW
The Old Testament provided the source'for the development of
Jewish law. Confession under the law was a necessary action by the
guilty person in order to win forgiveness from God and man. Every person
"convicted BY THE TESTIMONY OF AT LEAST TWO DISINTERESTED WITNESSES" WAS
k
urged to confess his wrong-doing.
Hebrew Words. The most basic term used to express confession is
THE verb YADAH, "tO CONFESS," "tO DECLARE," OR "to THROW, CASt" (Ps.
I'.l'J', 28:7).^ The meaning of confession as an acknowledgment or an
admission came from THE ACT OF THROWING OUT OR EXTENDING OF THE HANDS.
This act usually accompanied confession. Brown states that the v/ord con
fess "is commonly derived, perhaps from gestures accompanying the act."^
This idea is expanded by Suffrin.
The connexion between throwing, praising, and confession is not
OBVIOUS. The suggestion that a gesticulation with the hand was
MADE while praising AND CONFESSING IS TOO FANCIFUL. IT IS MORE
PROBABLE THAT YADAH SIGNIFIES METAPHORICALLY
' TO THROW KNOWLEDGE
about,' 'to MAKE IT PUBLIC ...''
Another meaning of confession is found in the verb form h itv/addah,
AND MEANS, "tO CONFESS, SPECIFICALLY CONCERN I NG ONE' S SELF, TO SHOW ONE'S
Joseph Marcus, "Confession," The Unp/e^rsal Jewish Encycloped i a
(New York: The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, I nc. , "79^717, TIT, "p. 328.
5
"^QuANBECK, LOC. CIT.
^Francis Brown, S.R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs, A Hebrew and
English I ex i con of the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1907)."
77~w:
"^A.E. Suffrin, "Confession," Encyclopepj^a of Religion a_n_d ETHi�i
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 79T77rTn7 p. 829.
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self as guilty." Here the direction of confession is towards one's
sin. This concept of confession is presented in the following passages:
Leviticus 5:5; l6:2l; ZS-.kO; Numbers 5:7; Ezra |0: I; Nehemiah 1:6; 9:2-3;
Daniel 9:4.
The other concept of confession found in the Old Testament is that
OF praise directed toward God. The form used is Hodah. Gesenius defines
this form as, "20 G I VE THANKS, TO PRA I SE, TO CELEBRATE, SINCE THANKSGIV
ING and praise naturally FOLLOW THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT OR CONFESSION OF BENE-
FITS RECEIVED. ThE EMPHASIS IS ON PRAISE FOR BLESSING FROM GoD . THE
WORD IS TRANSLATED BOTH "cONFESs" AND "praISE" WHEN USED TO CONVEY THIS
IDEA. Examples of this usage are: Psalms 7: i7; I Kings 8:33,35;
I I Chronicles 6:2^,26.
The two basic meanings of confession, praise and sin, are carried
OVER in the Septuagint. This Greek translation of the Hebrew text con
tains words for confession that mean, "to confess," "to praise, thank,"
"to give thanks." Confession is also conveyed in the noun forms meaning,
"to call upon" and "to praise.""^
I SRAEL ' s Confess i on of S i n
V/hatever Israel's concept of sin, acknowledgment of sin was
I I
^
expected of the guilty one. This act of confession of sin is taught
as the "necessary expression of true penitence and the condition at the
12
same time of the Divine forgiveness." It was essentially an
V'/ill lAM Gesenius, Gesen i us' Hebrew and Chaldee Lex i con
(Grand Rapids: V/m. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, "19^97^ p. 332-
^Ibid, '"^Quanbeck, Interpreter's Dictionary, I, p. 667.
' 'SUFFR I N, LOC. CIT.
l2
J.C. Lambert, "Confession," A Di ct 1 onary of Chr i st i n the
Gospels (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, I9N);> I, p. ^65.
EXPRESSION OF SIN TOWARDS GOD .
The QUESTION addressed to Adam and Cain early in the Book of
Genesis was an attempt to provide them with the opportunity to confess
their wrongs (Gen. 3*9> ^'9)- Later in Genesis, Judah confessed Tamar
more than just himself (38:26) j Jacob confessed his unworthiness (32:10)
and his sons confessed their guilt concerning Joseph (42:2l).
The requirement for confession of sin to God as a condition of
forgiveness is clearly evident when Joshua exhorted Achan to make confess
ion unto the Lord (Josh. 7''9)j the Psalmist "acknowledged his sin"
(PSS. 32:5^ 5'*^)^ THE WRITER OF PrOBERBS LAYS IT DOWN AS A GENERAL
principle THAT "WHOSO CONFESSETH AND FORSAKETH HIS SIN SHALL HAVE MERCy"
(28:13). Confession, therefore, is an "instinct of the heart and a prin
ciple OF God's kingdom." '3 |t was consistently recognized as a part of
THE Mosaic ritual and required of the individual whenever he had commit
ted A trespass (Lev. 5' '-5^ 26:4-0).
The manner of confession is presented in Leviticus 5'5"6- The one
WHO was guilty of sin was to "confess that he hath sinned in that thing"
WITH THE SIN BEING MENTIONED SPECIFICALLY BY THE CONFESSOR. ThE THE TRES
PASS offering was TO BE BROUGHT "uNTO THE LORD." THE PRIEST WAS THE AGENT
by whom the atonement was secured.
The effect of confession of sin was remission and victory. Such
WAS THE case WITH THE ISRAELITES WHO WERE SUCCESSFUL IN THEIR CONQUEST OF
Al AFTER ACHAN'S SIN WAS CONFESSED. THEIR SIN WAS FORGIVEN AND GOD GAVE
THEM THE CITY (jOSH. 7, 8). DaVID EXPERIENCED REMISSION AND VICTORY
OVER SIN AFTER HE CONFESSED TO NATHAN THAT HE HAD SINNED AGAINST THE
'^C.A. ScoTT, "Confession," A Di ct ionary of jthe Bible (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 191I), I, p~~W^.
\h
Ibid.
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Lord. Nathan replied, "The Lord also hath put away thy sin; thou shalt
not die" (II Sam. |2: 13) .
Aga i nst Man. The concept of sin under the law also made provis
ion FOR confession FOR INJURIES DONE TO ONE's NEIGHBOR. THUS, JoSEPH'S
brothers prayed FOR FORGIVENESS FOR WHAT THEY HAD DONE TO THEIR YOUNGEST
BROTHER (Gen. 50' '7);� AND PhAROAH CONFESSED HIS ACTIONS AGAINST THE PEOPLE
OF Israel (Ex. 10:17). In later Judaism confession was given a distinctive
POSITIVE EMPHASIS. THE GUILTY PERSON OFFERED A LEGAL COMPENSATION TO THE
OFFENDED AS WELL AS ASKING THE PERSON FOR HIS F ORG I V ENESS .
' 5
I SRAEL ' s Confess i on of Pra i se
Related to Israel's confession of sin was their concept of a con
fession of praise, which was a National or individual utterance to God.
Scott states that many times "this confession was accompanied by an open
act of self-dedication, if not, as some think, by the cutting of some
PERMANENT MARK ON THE HEAD OR FOREHEAD"'^ (iSA. kkl^) . ThE PsALTER IS
THE CHIEF EXAMPLE OF ISRAEL'S CONFESSIONAL PRAISE OF GOD ' 7 (PsS. 22; '^0;
34; 40; 51; I l6) .
The EMPHASIS of praise tov/ard God was an expression which natural
ly FOLLOWED the ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF BENEFITS RECEIVED. ThE HEBREW ROOT
. O
MEANING OF YADAH IS "tO GIVE THANKS," "TO PRAISE," AND "tO CELEBRATE."'"
These proclamations of Israel's personal trust in God are continually
present in the lives of their patriarchs and prophets and the Psalmist.
The proclamation is usually expressed in the form of prayer, song, or
'^Suffr IN, Encyclopedia of Rel ig ion and Ethics, III, p. 83 1 .
'^SCOTT, LOC. CIT. '7QuANBECK, INTERPRETER'S DICTIONARY, I, P. 667.
'^Gesenius, Hebrew and Chaldee, p. 332-
CONFESSION OF PRAISE. EaCH CONFESSION OF PRAISE WAS AN ATTEMPT TO DE
SCRIBE God and to understand His attributes.
Duty of Pra ise. Praise is often represented in the Bible as a
duty. According to Lambert, to fail in this duty of confessing praise,
... IS TO withhold from God a glory that belongs to Him
(Ps. 50-23); It IS TO SHUT one's eyes to the signs of His presence
(iSA. 40:26), TO BE FORGETFUL of HIS MERCIES (DEUT. 6:|2), AND
unthankful for his kindness. '9
Confess ion a� _a Nat i onal Respons i b i l i ty
The dual role of confession of sin and praise was a national as
well as an individual responsibility. dirks suggests that the individ
UAL'S confession is an expression of HIS NATIONAL LIFE. HE STATES THAT
confession was not just a matter involving individual responsibility but
that the individual identified himself also with corporate responsibility
Confession was understood in the context of Israel's national life - with
Israel as a whole. This is clearly illustrated in Israel's defeat at Ai.
Achan's sin was pronounced by God to be a national sin, "Israel hath sin
ned" (Josh. 7: I I) .
Mendelsohn points out that the utterance of national confession
may be offered through a mediator as well as by individuals.
Confession may be individual, that of a person repenting back-
slidings; or it may be national, when the public at large humble
themselves before God. National confessions are sometimes made
through national representatives, as by Moses, after Israel worship
ped the Gold Calf (Ex. 32.30^ by the high priest on Atonement Day
(lev. |6:2|), by Ezra (9:6-7,15), and by Nehemiah ( 1:6-7; 9^2,33-35).
'^H. E. vJacobs, "Confession," The I nternat i onal Standard Bible En
cyclopedia (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, IS^S)"^ IV,
p. 699:
"
^^DiRKs, "Biblical Doctrine of Confession," p. 10.
2 I
S. Mendelsohn, "Confession of Sin," The Jewish Encyclopedia
(New York: Funk and V/agnalls Company, 19^3)^ IV, pp. 2 1 7 - 1 8 .
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Though individual confession of sin was required of all members
IN the tribe of Israel before Israel became a nation, this "outward
22
CONFESS I ON tended TO BECOME CONVENTIONAL AND ONLY EXTERNAL." The
awareness of COMMON NATIONALITY SUPERCEDED THAT OF PERSONAL RELATION TO
God. In periods of national apostasy, "the general repentance and return
WAS marked by a solemn renewal of the national confession" (i Kings 8:35;
II Chr. 6:26). ^3 National confession was also emphasized by the exhibit
ing of the nation's sins in the ceremony of the Scapegoats, over whose
head the HIGH PRIEST WAS TO CONFESS ALL THE I N I QU I T 1 ES OF THE WHOLE PEOPLE
(Lev. |6:2I). Even the individual felt the responsibility of the nation's
SINS. Frequently, men felt themselves to be partakers in national sins
of unbelief and disobedience, and bound to confess these as well as their
PERSONAL deviations (DEUT. 9^20).^^
Confess i on i n the Sacramental System
The confession of sin in the Old Testament period was made poss
ible through the use of offerings. Provisions for confession were made
through the Levitical offerings, which made it possible for Israel to par
take OF THE BENEFITS OF THE COVENANT AND HAVE FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD . CON
FESSION IN THE Levitical offerings v/as demonstrated both by an act and by
V/ORDS. As AN acknowledgment OF SINS, THEY BROUGHT ANIMALS TO BE SACRI
FICED; A VERBAL CONFESSION PRECEDED THE OFFERING ( LEV . 5'5~^)' THE
EXACT PROCEDURE INCLUDED FIRST THE ONE WHO WAS GUILTY OF SIN CONFESSING,
"that he HATH SINNED IN THAT THING;" THE SIN BEING MENTIONED SPECIFICALLY
BY THE CONFESSOR. NEXT, THE TRESPASS OFFERING WAS BROUGHT "uNTO THE LoRD"
22
Scott, Di ct ionary of the Bible, I, p. ^65.
2^ ?h 2^
"'iBio. Ibid. -^Ibid.
AND FINALLY, THE PrIEST WAS SEEN AS THE AGENT BY WHOM THE ATONEMENT WAS
SECUR ED .
Individually a pious man had few sins to confess. Legal observ
ance could keep HIM SINLESS, AND THE SACRIFICIAL RITUAL PROVIDED PARDON
WHEN HE FAILED THROUGH IGNORANCE. ThE EVENING SACRIFICE ATONED FOR SINS
OF THE DAY, AND THE MORNING SACRIFICE FOR THE SINS OF THE NIGHT. ^7
11. CONFESSION IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
The Old Testament pattern of liturgical confession provides the
FRAMEWORK OF THE NeW TESTAMENT USAGE. ThE THREE BASIC OlD TESTAMENT
ELEMENTS RECURt CONFESSION OF SIN, CONFESSION OF PRAISE, AND THE CON
FESSION OF DIVINE DELIVERANCE. In ADDITION TO THE CONTINUATION OF THESE
THEMES FROM THE OlD TESTAMENT, THE NeW TESTAMENT IN THE MATTER OF CONFESS
ION EMPHASIZES THE CENTRAL ITY OF THE PERSON OF JeSUS. |T SETS FORTH CON
FESSING Jesus as a dominant theme for the life of the church.
Greek Words. The words "confess" and "confession" are employed
IN COMMON usage TO EXPRESS NOT ONLY AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF SIN, BUT AN
28
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OR PROFESSION OF FAITH. ThE CHIEF TERM RENDERED
"confession" IS THE VERB, HOMOLOGEO, LITERALLY, "tO SAY THE SAME THING,"
"confess," or "declare. "^^ It conveys the idea of admitting or DECLARING
one's self GUILTY OF WHAT HE IS ACCUSED (Matt. 10:32; JoHN 1:20; Rom.
10:9). Other terms frequently used include the noun homolog i a, "confess
ion" (11 Cor. 9:13; ! Tim. 6:12; Heb. 3:1; 4:l4); the vers exomologeoma i ,
^^Ibid. 2/'5L)prRiN, Rel ig i on and Eth i cs, 111, p. 83O.
^^Lambert, D I ct i onary of Chr ist i n the Gospels, 1, p. 35^-
ILLIAM F. Arndt and F. Wilbur G I ngr I ck, a Greek-English Lexicon
OF THE New Testament (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1957) ^
~
57T.
"to confess," "acknowledge," "praise" (Matt. 3:6; 11:25; Mark 1:5; Luke
I0:2l); AND anthomologeona i , "to give thanks" (Luke 2:38). Homolog i a
is also USED IN THE SENSE OF A "PROFESSION," IMPLYING, "THE YIELDING OR
CHANGE OF one's CONVICTION" (joHN 12:^2; AcTS 23:8; Rom. 10:9-10; J Tim,
6:13).
In a STUDY OF confession, WuEST ASSERTS THAT HOMOLOGIA HAS THREE
BASIC meanings:
() Admitting one's guilt - result of an inv/ard conviction, the
object~of one's confession in his sin (Acts 19: i8; James 5- '6;
I John 1:9).
2) Open Acknowledgment - takes on the meaning of an open assertion
which is the effect of a deep conviction of facts (Matt. 11:25; John
9:22; 12:^2; Acts 23:8; Rom. 10:9-10).
3) Declare or admit - the admittance of a truth and the statement
of it is termed~conf�ss I on in at least three places (John 1:20;
Acts 2h:]k; Heb. -^|''3)- '"^ basically is the agreement of one person WITH another.
Basically, the v/ords for confession express the meaning of agreement of
ONE person with ANOTHER. THE CONFESSION MAY BE DIRECTED INWARD AS WHEN
CONFESSING ONE'S OWN SINS OR AN OPEN AFFIRMATION OF SOME FACT. FINALLY,
THE ATTENTION MAY BE DIRECTED TOWARD GOD IN A CONFESSION OF PRAISE.
Confess I ON of Sjji
The New Testament emphasis is not only on acknowledging one's
SINS, BUT ALSO ON ACKNOWLEDGING THEM
PUBLICLY. 32 WeSTCOTT CONTENDS THAT
IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND JoHN'S USE OF HOMOLOGE IN:
^"^QuANBLCK, Interpreter' s Dictionary, 1, p. 667.
^'kenneth S. Wuest, Studies _in the Vocabulary of the Greek New
Testament (Grand Rapids: Wm: B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 19^^577
p. 4|.
^^luLiAN Howell Pentecost, "The Ministry of Confession" (unpub
lished Doctor's dissertation. Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, 1952)^ p- 23.
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The openness is op the essence of the confession. Nothing is said
OR IMPLIED as to THE MODE IN WHICH SUCH CONFESSION IS TO BE MADE.
That is to be determined by experience. Yet its essential character
is made clear. It extends to specific, definite acts, and not only
TO sin in general terms. That which corresponds to saying 'we have
no sin' is not saying 'we have sin' but 'confessing our sin.' The
denial is made in an abstract form; the confession is CONCRETE AND
personal . 33
John the Baptist strongly emphasized the importance of confession
OF sins, John's teaching presented repentance as "a part of the baptismal
rite by which Israel is to be purified for the coming of the Messiah
(Matt. 3:6; Mark I: 5). 3^
To God. The duty of confession to God was fully recognized in the
teaching and ministry of Jesus. Jesus began His ministry with a call to
repentance (Matt. k:\f; Mark 1:15)' In the midst of His public career He
characterizes the generation to which He appealed as an evil generation
because of its unwillingness to repent (Luke 11:29,32). Among His last
words on earth VMS His declaration that the universal gospel was to be a
gospel of repentance and remission of sins (Luke 2^:^7)' Even Christ's
insistence upon the need of repentance is seen in his emphasis on the
necessity for a confession of sin.
And as confessing is inseparable from true penitence, being the
form which the latter instinctively and inevitably takes in its
approaches to God, we may say that all through His public ministry,
BY insisting upon THE NEED OF REPENTANCE, JESUS TAUGHT THE NECESSITY
of the confession of s i n .
Jesus used different means to teach that man needed to confess to
God. The prayer which He gave His disciples as a pattern for all prayer
33brooke Foss V/estcott, The Epistle of John (London: MacMillan and
Company, 1905), pp. 23-2^1.
3'^Quanbeck, Interpreter' s Dictionary, I, p. 667.
35lambert. Di ct ionary of Chr i st and the Gospels, I, p. 3^0.
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INCLUDES A PETITION FOR FORGIVENESS (MaTT, 6:I2; LuKE I!:^); AND "sUCH A
PETITION IS EQUIVALENT TO A CONFESSION OF SIN. |N THE PARABLE OF THE
PRODIGAL SON (LuKE l'^'. \Q) JESUS STRESSES CONFESSION AS THE CENTRAL THEME.
The son returning to his father says, "Father, I have sinned" (V. 2|).
The parable of the Pharisee and the Publican hinges upon this very matter
OF the acknowledgment of sin AND UNWORTHINESS. 1t WAS THE TOTAL ABSENCE
OF THE ELEMENT OF CONFESSION IN THE PhaRISEE's PRAYER, AND THE PRESENCE
OF A SELF-EXULTING SPIRIT, THAT MADE HIS PRAYER OF NO EFFECT IN THE SIGHT
OF God. In contrast, the publican with eyes downcast, smiting his breast
CRIED "God be merciful to me a sinner." Jesus concluded that the publican
WENT down to his HOUSE "JUSTIFIED RATHER THAN THE OTHER" (LuKE |8:I0-I^).3
The Nev-.' Testament clearly teaches it is to God that all confession
OF SIN IS primarily DUE SINCE SIN IS IN ITS ESSENTIAL NATURE A TRANSGRESS
ION � OF Divine law. Jesus supported this emphasis by teaching confession
TO God as a duty.
To Man . According to the teaching of Christ and the Gospels,
CONFESSION OF SIN SHOULD NOT ONLY BE MADE TO GOD BUT TO MAN. OnE IS AD
MONISHED TO CONFESS TO ANYONE WHOM HE HAS WRONGED. |N MaTTHEW 5:23-2^,
CONFESSION TO AN OFFENDED BROTHER IN ENJOINED. ThE IMPLICATION IS THAT
THE VERY GIFTS WE LAY UPON GoD
'
S ALTAR ARE STRIPPED OF THEIR VALUE IF
NEEDED CONFESSION HAS NOT FIRST BEEN OFFERED. |T IS ALSO EVIDENT THAT
FORGIVENESS FOR THE ONE WHO OFFENDS ANOTHER IS RELATED TO THE OFFENDER
CONFESSING TO THE ONE HE INJURED, "I REPENt" (LuKE 17:^0-
Public confession of sin is evident in the teachings of Jesus*.
The necessity of such confession is implied in our Lord's
denunciation of hyprocrisy - IN His condemnation of the life of false
3*^16 10. '^'^IBID.
PRETENCE (Matt. 23:l^)j or the cup and platter outv/ardly clean while
INWARDLY FULL OF EXTORTION AND EXCESS (V. 25); OF THE WHITED SEPUL
CHRES FAIR TO LOOK AT, THOUGH FESTERING WITH ROTTENNESS WITHIN
(v. 27). It IS IMPLIED SIMILARLY IN HiS FREQUENT COMMENDATION OF
SIMPLICITY AND S I NGL EM I NDEDNESS, AND HONEST TRUTH AN THE SIGHT BOTH
OF GoD AND MAN (Matt. 6:22-23; 7:3-5; 8:8; 9: 13). 3"
Open confession before men was evident in the responses to the
PREACHING OF JOHN THE BaPTIST (MaRK 1:5). LATER, THE APOSTOLIC BAPTISM
WAS prefaced BY A CONF ESS I ON . SuCH A CONFESSION WAS UNDERSTOOD TO BE
MADE TO God, BUT COMMONLY IT WOULD BE MADE IN THE HEARING OF MEN (AcTS
17:^)- It is evident that Christ taught the necessity of acknowledging,
AND obtaining FORGIVENESS FOR OFFENCES COMMITTED AGAINST OTHER MEN. CON
FESSION TO FELLOWMEN WAS TO BE SPECIFIC, DEFINITE, AND BETWEEN THE PER
sons involved.
Confess i on of Chr i st
Where the Old Testament confession proclaims God's redeeming acts
FOR Israel, the New Testament confession focuses on Jesus as "God's re-
demptive deed. Jesus is himself the great example of confession, "who
IN HIS testimony BEFORE PONTIUS PiLATE MADE THE GOOD CONFESSION" (| TiM.
6:13). When false witnesses testified against him (Mark 1^:56) and the
DISCIPLES DENIED HIM (V. 68), JeSUS BORE WITNESS TO HIS MESSIANIC VOCAT
ION BEFORE THE HIGH PRIEST (V. 62) AND PiLATE (15:2).
One MEANING CITED EARLIER FOR THE GrEEK WORD HOMOLOG I A IS "ACKNOW
LEDGMENT OF SOMETHING ALONG WITH OTHER PEOPLE, OR AGREEMENT AS TO THE
FACTS.
"^' Believers confessed that Jesus was the Messiah (John 9^22);
3^Lambert, Di ct ionary of Chr ist j n the Gospels, I, p. 360.
3%C0TT, D I CT 1 onary OF THE Bl BLE, I, P. ^65.
QuANBECK, I NTERPRETER
'
S D I CT I ONARY OF THE B I BL E, I, P. 660.
Ill
Everett F. Harrison (ed.), Saker ' s D i ct i onary of Theology
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 196O), p. \'^\ .
THAT HE WAS THE SON OF GOD (l JOHN H:I5); THAT HE HAD BECOME INCARNATE
(l John h:2); and that he was Lord, chiefly on the basis of his resurrec
tion (Rom. 10:9; Phil. 2: I I). Jesus further_ emphas i zed the necessity of
confessing him before men if one WOULD BE A CKNOVi/L EDGED BY HIM BEFORE THE
Father in heaven (Matt. 10:32).
The evidence of discipleship was inherent in one's confession of
Jesus as Lord. It was frequently a public event taking place "in the
presence of many witnesses" (i Tim. 6: |2) , John the Baptist early in
his ministry made confession (John 1:20,29-3^; 3:25-30), and at Caesarea
Philippi, Simon Peter confessed Jesus as Messiah (Matt. |6: 13-20; Mark
8:27-30; Luke 9:|8-2|). Mary's confession came after the death of her
brother Lazarus (John il:27), and Paul's came in his speech before Felix
(Acts 2^1: I^Iff) .
Neither is it enough that the Word be received and dwell in the
BEL I ever:
It (The Word) must be confessed (I John Zi\k). At times profess
ing THE Word is simply acceptance of the Word, in contrast to the
DENIALS OF THOSE WHO DENY THE MISSION OF JESUS (| JoHN 2:22). BuT
MORE FREQUENTLY CONFESSING THE V/ORD IS PUBLIC ACKNOWLEDGMENT. SuCH
CONFESSION IS NECESSARY FOR SALVATION (RoM, I0:9f), ALWAYS PRAISES-
WORTHY. (HEB. 13: i5)^ AND MODELED ON JeSUS' TESTIMONY TO THE
TRUTH (John i8:37; I Tim. 6: \2f)
The NECESSITY OF CONFESSING JeSUS BECAME PART OF THE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH
"If YOU CONFESS V/ITH YOUR LIPS THAT JESUS IS LORD AND BELIEVE IN
your heart that god raised him from the dead, you will be saved.
For man believes with his heart and so is justified, and he confesses
WITH his LIPS AND SO IS saved" (Rom. 10:9" 10; II Cor. ^hl3)-
Confess i on of Pra i se
While confession of Christ is most prominent in the New Testament,
CONFESSION OF PRAISE IS NOT ABSENT. ThE PROPHETESS ANNA PRAISES GOD
h2
Pierre Sandevoir, Di ct ionary of Bibl ical Theology (New York:
Desclee Company, 19^7)^ 72-
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AFTER SEEING THE CHILD JESUS (LuKE 2:38). JeSUS MAKES A CONFESSION OF
praise to the Father for his gracious revelation (Matt. 11:25; Luke |0:2|)
The author of the Letter to the Hebrews sees the life of the Christian as
confessional praise: "Let us continually offer up a sacrifice of praise to
God, that is, the fruit of lips that acknowledge his name" (Heb. 13:15)-
III. SUMMARY
The act of confession is clearly taught in the V/ord of God. The
Biblical writers emphasize that confession is not a teaching invented by
MAN, BUT -IS founded ON AND ENJOINED BY THE WORD OF GOD .
In the Old Testament two basic meanings, derived from the Hebrew,
convey the idea of confession. they are confession of praise to god and
confession OF SIN. ISRAEL CONFESSED CORPORATELY AS WELL AS INDIVIDUALLY.
Confession of praise usually followed a time of apostasy and trial and
SIGNIFIED Israel's repentance. The medium for this confession was prayer
OR song. Confession of sin was an expression of faith that God was able
TO forgive sin. Confession was inherent in the sacramental system. Pro
vision FOR confession WAS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE LEV I T I CAL OFFERINGS.
Animal offerings were sacrificed on behalf of the confessor with a priest
acting as an agent by whom the atonement was secured.
The New Testament continues the dual theme of praise and confess
ion OF SIN. The Greek words for confession emphasize the agreement of one
person With another. They convey the concept of admission and open ack
nowledgment of one's guilt. Open confession, first offered to God, is
emphasized by Jesus teaching that confession is necessary for remission
OF sin. Confession can be expressed through prayer and public confession
QUANBECK, Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, I, p. 668.
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IS ENCOURAGED. |t IS TO BE SPECIFIC, DEFINITE, TO GOD, AND TO MAN. CON
FESSION OF Christ is an important New Testament teaching. It is part of
Christian expression and commitment.
CHAPTER I I I
HISTORICAL SURVEY OF CONFESSION
Confession, surveyed historically, is an action which expresses
the seriousness with which the church has taken the existence of sin
among her members.
To use two secular terms, the institution of confession IS AN
EXPRESSION OF THE ChuRCH's 'IDEALISM' ABOUT HER NATURE AS THE
COMMUNITY OF THE NeW COVENANT, IN WHICH THE VMY OF GOD IS WRITTEN
UPON THE HEART, AND 'REALISM* ABOUT HER BEING AT THE SAME TIME A
FAMILY OF FRAIL MEN UNDER THE REPEATED INSIDIOUS ATTACKS OF SaTAN.
The Church is ever under temptation to gloss over either aspect of
her be i ng.
'
This chapter presents a brief treatment of the development of
confession in the history OF THE CHURCH. |T SEEKS TO RELATE THE CHURCH' S
STRUGGLE TO UNDERSTAND HER POSITION IN PROVIDING CONFESSIONAL OPPORTUN
ITIES. Four historical periods are surveyed: I) The Early Church - from
Christ to ^150 AD, 2) The Early Middle Ages - ^50 AD to |2l5 AD, 3) The
Period of the Reformers - 12 15 AD to 1563 AD, and k) The Protestant
period - 1562 AD TO the present.
I. THE EARLY CHURCH PERIOD
Chr 1ST TO ^ AD
This first period beginswith Christ's approach to his confessional
Marianka Fousek, "Confession?" Dialog, 5:296, Autumn, 1966.
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MINISTRY AND CONCLUDES WITH LEO THE GrEAT (^50 AD), WHO FORBADE THE PRAC
TICE OF public confession. It is marked by a variety of TEACHINGS AND
CONFESSIONAL PRACTICES, EVEN THE TEACHINGS ^OF THE CHURCH FATHERS ARE
FREQUENTLY DIFFICULT TO INTERPRET.
In THE EXPER I ENCE OF JESUS � THE EXAMPLE JESUS PORTRAYED WAS THAT
of open confession. hls baptism by john was a confessional act because
John proclaimed, "a baptism unto repentance, accompanied by a public con
fession "of sins" (Matt. 3:l6).^ The scriptures also record a number of
experiences IN which Jesus dealt with individuals in an individual and
personal ministry of confession (Luke John 3j k; 8). He ministered
TO A FEW INDIVIDUALS IN AN INTIMATE, FACE-TO-FACE RELATIONSHIP- HE GAVE
his BEST IN EVERY SITUATION OF NEED. HlS KNOWLEDGE OF MAN AND HIS LOVE
for man stirred many individuals to confess their sins to him.
New Testament Per i od . There is no direct evidence in the New
Testament that confession had to be made to a priest. ^ The scriptural
foundation for subsequent christian practice and teaching is usually
found in the authority given by christ to the apostles to bind or to loose
(Matt. 16:19; l8:l8), and to forgive or to retain sin (John 20:23). It
IS UPON these PARALLEL PASSAGES THAT THE CHURCH OF ROME SUPPORTS THE SYS
TEM OF COMPULSORY AURICULAR CONFESSION. HOPK I NS EMPHASIZES TWO ERRORS IN
THE ROMANIST INTERPRETATION OF THESE VERSES.
In REFERENCE TO THE 'KEYS OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN,' ALL INTERPRE
ters agree that the kingdom of heaven signifies the church of christ
on earth, since such is unquestionably the meaning which our lord
Paul F. Palmer, "Confession," Encyclopedia Britannica (19^5)^
VI, P. 290.
-'Ibid.
GIVES TO the: PHRASE IN MATTHEW 23:2^,31,33.
The binding and loosing prerogatives were repeated by Jesus to all
THE DISCIPLES A LITTLE LATER, INDICATING THAT PeTER WAS ONLY THE "fIRST"
among equals. "5 Chr'ist said, "Verily, I say unto you. What th i ngs- soever
YE SHALL BIND ON EARTH SHALL BE BOUND IN HEAVEN) AND WHAT THINGS SOEVER
YE SHALL LOOSE ON EARTH SHALL BE LOOSED IN HEAVEn" (MaTT. |8:18). Th I S
SAME EMPHASIS WAS MADE BY JeSUS IN HIS PoST-ReSURR ECT I ON APPEARANCES,
"He breathed on them and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Spirit:
Whose soever sins ye forgive, they are forgiven unto them; whose soever
sins ye retain, they are retained" (john 20:23). later christian tradi
TION, IN THE Roman Church, extended this principle to include the power
TO forgive or to retain sins, but this was not the original meaning.
Robertson, explaining his view of John 20:23, says,
{t is a violent leap of logic to claim power to forgive sins, to
PRO!;ouNCE absolution, by reason of the technical rabbinical litera
ture that Jesus employed about binding and loosing. Every preacher
uses the keys of the Kingdom when he proclaims the terms of salvation
IN Christ. The proclamation of these terms when accepted by faith
IN Christ has the sanction and approval of God the Father. The more
personal we make these great v;ords the nearer we come to the mind of
Christ. The more ecclesiastical we make them, the further we drift
away from him."
The keys of the kingdom of heaven are the keys of the church. Thus, the
promise refers to ministerial responsibility to admit into the church
those judged to be penitent and believing. The church under ministerial
guidance may also exclude some from the communion of the faithful until
John H. Hopkins, The Hi story of the Confess i onal (New York: Harper
AND Brothers, Publ i shers, 1850)',' T7~6Fr
^Ibid.
Archie-jald Thomas Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament
(Nashville, Tenn.: Sunday School Board of the SouTlTERTrBAPT i st
Convent i on, 1930), l> P- 13'^.
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they again prove sincere in their repentance.
The second error Hopkins emphasizes, deals with the authority of
THE apostles.
An important part of our Lord's promise to St. Peter may be justly
applied to the extraordinary commission of the Apostles, and therefore
it ceased with them, because it could only be discharged through the
gift of inspiration. The reference is to the new arrangement of the
Gospel system. This will be apparent, when it is observed that our
Lord saith not whomsoever, referring to persons, but whatsoever,
referring to rules and r egulat 1 ons . 7
It was, in part, the task of the Apostles to establish the new
SACRAMENT, "lOOSING" THE BONDS OF THE FORMER MOSA I C LAW AND
"
B I ND I NG" THE
teachings of the new Church in Christ. These Apostles would not have
successors, "since the Constitution of the Christian Church, once laid
down by them in all its essential features, was expressly designed to be
o
THE system of ALL FUTURE AGES, 'EVEN TO THE END OF THE V/ORLD.'"
According to Herzog the New Testament Church knows nothing of con
fession AS A formal institution.
The apostles in their ministry never forgave or retained sins
other than as they declared the forgiveness and JUDGMENT OF GOD
(Acts 13:38). The passage, St. John 20;2i-23, does not refer to
confession, was so clear to the scholastic theologians of the
TWELFTH and THIRTEENTH CENTURIES, THAT THEY COULD NOT AGREE ON WHAT
utterance of our Lord to base the practice of confession. 9
Therefore, a study of early church history shov/s that no point of
ecclesiastical history is more fully established than the fact that the
practice of auricular confession and private absolution was entirely un
known IN the church for many centuries.
Hopkins, op. cit,, pp. 66-67.
o
Ibid., p. 67.
^Edward Herzog, An Old-Cathol i c V 1 ew of Confess i on (New York:
E.S. Gorham, 1905), p. 15.
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During 2nd and Century. It is evident that the early church
considered public confession the norm. By the second century it was a
part of the Sunday service, in which it often proved to be a burdensome
task, "like a theatre with the congregation of the church as witnesses.''
Individual confession was a voluntary act of a distressed sinner. It was
not everywhere uniform, but followed a general pattern that reflected
Paul's attitude of turning a serious offender over to Satan "for the de
struction OF the flesh," and later pardoning him lest he be "overv/helmed
BY EXCESSIVE soRRow" (| CoR . 5:5; II CoR . 2:I7).'2 Though the authorities
desired .and RECOMMENDED CONFESSION, IT WAS OPPOSED BY THE LAITY. IT WAS
ONLY AFTER CONFESSION WAS ENFORCED UPON THE MONKS AND CLERGY, THAT BY
DEGREES THE PEOPLE WERE MOVED THROUGH THE EXHORTATIONS OF THE PRIESTS TO
13ADOPT A PRIVATE CONFESSIONAL AS AN ECCLESIASTICAL INSTITUTION.
In the EARLY century the exomologes IS, "confession" was
USED FOR THE DISCIPLINE OF REPENTANCE. Th I S PUBLIC ACT "INCLUDED NOT
It I^r
ONLY PUBLIC CONFESSION, BUT PUBLIC MORTIFICATION IN SACKCLOTH AND ASHES.
It IS POSSIBLE THAT UP TO THE END OF THE kl H CENTURY PUBLIC CONFESSION OF
EVEN SECRET SINS WAS GENERALLY REQUIRED. TeRTULLIAN (c. A.D. 200) SEEMS
TO HAVE PUBLIC CONFESSION IN MIND WHEN HE REBUKES THOSE WHO PUT OFF
'^V/lLLIAM A. ClEBSCH AND CHARLES R. JaEKLE, PaSTORAL CaRE IN
H isTOR I CAL Perspect I VE (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prent i ce-Hall, Inc.,
196^^), P. 5~9-
''e.F. Lutko, "Confession, Auricular," The New Catholic Encyclopedia
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, \36'i) , IV, p. 131-
Palmer, "Confession," Br i tann i ca, VI, p. 29O.
Caspari, "Confession," The New Schaff-Herzog Encycloped i a of
Religious Knowledge (New York: Funk and Wagnalls Company" [90971 ill, p. 221
|i[
John McClintock and James Strong, Cycloped i a of Bibl ical.
Theological and Eccles iast i cal L i terature (New York: Harper and Brothers
Publ isHERS, T559), I, pT 550.
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CONFESSION, "more MINDFUL OF THEIR EMBARRASSMENT THAN OF THEIR SALVA
TION ... AS IF BY WITHDRAWING ANYTHING FROM THE KNOWLEDGE OF MEN WE SHALL
CONCEAL IT FROM GOD AS WELL" (DE Pa EN ET ENT I A,_ X) .
DUR I NG hjH AND ^TH CENTURY. ThE DURATION OF THE PRACTICE OF PUBLIC
CONFESSION IS UNCERTAIN, By THE BEGINNING OF THE CENTURY A MOVE
TOWARDS PRIVATE CONFESSION IS EVIDENT. Th I S CESSATION OF PUBLIC CONFESS
ION WAS GRADUALLY DISCONTINUED AFTER THE PERSECUTIONS ENDED IN THE ^TH
CENTURY. �
V/HEN PEACE CAME TO THE CHURCH THE INCONVIENCE OF REQUIRING EVERY
PENITENT TO MAKE HIS SINS AS PUBLIC AS IF THEY WERE PRINTED IN A
MODERN NEV;SPAPER WAS FOUND TO BE VERY GREAT, AND IN FACT A LIVING
SCANDAL IN THE ChURCH. Vv'HEREUPON ... PUBLIC CONFESSION BECAME
DANGEROUS TO THE SAFETY OF WELL-MINDED MEN, AND IN MANY RESPECTS
ADVANTAGEOUS TO THE ENEMIES OF God's ChuRCH, IT SEEMED ... GENERALLY
REQUESTED, THAT VOLUNTARY PENITENTS SHOULD SURCEASE FROM OPEN CONFESS
ION.
Some Church Fathers were interpreted to have supported the change
TO PRIVATE CONFESS ion. AMBROSE (A.D. 333-397) ^^^S QUOTED IN FAVOR OF
PRIVATE CONFESSION.
"It SEEMED IMPOSSIBLE THAT SINS SHOULD BE FORGIVEN THROUGH PENANCE,
YET Christ granted this to his Apostles and_ by his Apostles it was
HANDED ON TO THE MINISTRY OF THE PRIESTS."'^
ChRYSOSTOM {A.D, 34^1-^07) WAS ACCEPTED AS ANOTHER SUPPORTER OF
private confession.
Earthly rulers have indeed the power of binding, but only over the
body; this power of binding, however, concerns the soul itself, and
controls heaven; whatever the priests do below, God ratifies
ABOVE . . .
'^Palmer, "Confession," Britannica, VI, p. 291.
'^JoHN H. Blunt, "Confession," Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical
Theology (New York*. Longmans, Green, and Co., 1903), p. 1^-2".
'"i^GEORGE D. Smith, The Teaching of the Cathol ic Church (New York:
The MacMillan Co., 19^9). I I,~p7~95T7
iSjBiD., II, P. 958.
Under the rule of Pope Leo the Great, public confession was clear
ly discouraged. Pope Leo enjoined with some earnestness that confession
should rather be private, and confided to the priest alone. In a letter
WRITTEN IN A.D. ^59, HE MADE HIS WISHES KNOWN TO SOME ITALIAN BlSHOPS.'^
A CONSEQUENCE FLOWING FROM THIS EMPHASIS WAS THE VAST ADDITION OF INFLU
ENCE WHICH IT GAVE THE CLERGY. LEO THE GrEAT HAD "tHE GLORY OF LAYING
THE FIRST STONE OF THE PAPAL EDIFICE OF AURICULAR CONF E SS I ON .
" ^0
II. THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES
h^O A.D. TO 1215 A.D.
The RAPID INFLUX OF THE NOMADIC TRIBES INTO THE ROMAN EMPIRE,
BEGINNING IN THE 5th CENTURY AND CONTINUING INTO THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES,
RESULTED IN THE CHURCH MAKING A NUMBER OF CONCESSIONS. ThE MOVE TO PRI
VATE CONFESSION AS ANNOUNCED BY LEO THE GREAT WAS SUPPORTED BY THE GROW
ING MONASTIC ORDERS OF THE MIDDLE AGES. |N THE 6tH CENTURY, CELTIC MONKS
INTRODUCED A MODE OF PRIVATE CONFESSION THAT EMPHASIZED A SECRET CONFES
SION TO THE PRIEST, THE ACCEPTANCE OF SATISFACTION, AND RECONCILIATION
2 I
WITHOUT PENALIZING CONSEQUENCES. DuE TO THE FACT THAT PRIVATE CONFES
SION WAS STILL NOT A GENERALLY ACCEPTED PRACTICE, LITTLE ATTENTION WAS
GIVEN TO IT. The DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF CONFESSION IN THE MONASTERIES
AND RELIGIOUS ORDERS PAVED THE WAY FOR IT TO BECOME IN LATER YEARS THE
NORMAL PROCEDURE IN THE ROMAN CHURCH.
The Pen I tent I als . As the practice of public confession was
'^LuTKO, New Cathol i c Encycloped i a, IV, p. 132.
2^McClintock and Strong, Cycloped ia of Bibl ical, I, pp. 5^9-550-
? I
Lutko, loc. cit.
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MODIFIED AND LATER ABANDONED IN FAVOR OF PRIVATE CONFESSION TO THE PRIEST,
INSTRUCTIONS WERE PRINTED IN THE FORM OF MANUALS. THESE " PE N I T E NT I AL S
"
WERE HANDBOOKS PREPARED FOR THE GUIDANCE OF PRIESTS AND BISHOPS IN THE
22
CARING FOR SOULS. ThEY CONTAINED LISTS OF THE RECOGNIZED SINS AND OF
NECESSARY PENANCE AS WELL AS METHODS FOR RECEIVING AND DEALING WITH PEN
ITENTS. These manuals were an important factor in the transformation of
confession from a public to a private act.
Many of the Penitentials contained a detailed series of questions
that were to be asked and answered by the confessants. these questions
were patterned after the thought forms and analogies of medicine. a
Penitential ascribed to the Venerable Bede, a monk in the 8th century,
urges the priest to distinguish the sex, age, condition, status, even the
HEART OF THE PENITENT AND TO DETERMINE HIS PENANCE ACCORDINGLY. BEDE ALSO
used a medical analogy to the extent that as physicians of the body pre
scribe different remedies depending on the disease, so the physician of
souls should make due allowance for different cond i t i ons . ^3
The Penitentials were mainly correctional. Most of them sought to
cure the faults of those confessing by replacing each fault v/ith a cor
RESPONDING VIRTUE. Penalties were varied in nature, some of them very
SEVERE. One of the commonest forms of punishment was fasting. The
SEVERITY OF THE FAST RANGED FR0>1 "tHE OMISSION OF A MEAL TO LIVING ON
BREAD AND WATER FOR A PERIOD OF DAYS, OR ABSTINENCE FROM MEAT AND WINE
2k
FOR A MATTER OF YEARS." PENITENTIALS HAD A PROFOUND INFLUENCE IN
SHAPING THE PRACTICE OF THE CONFESSIONAL.
J
^^Charles F. Kemp, Phys i c i ans of the Soul (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 19^7), p. 28.
23|B,D., p. 29. ^Sbid,, pp. 29-30.
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Under the snfluence of the Penitentials, private confession in
THE Catholic Church became a practice before it was officially made a
LAW. The growing practice of private confession created a conflict for
THE Theologians.
During the middle ages it v/as a point debated between theologians
whether sacramental confession is a divine law or merely a precept of
THE CHURCH. To THE EARLIER SCHOOLMEN, INDEED, LIKE HuGO OF ST . VICTOR
AND Peter Lombard, the idea of its being a divine law seems to have
BEEN unknown, AND THEY ONLY ADVANCE HUMAN REASONS IN ITS FAVOR,
Apparently Acquinas was the first who boldly declared confession to
be of divine law; as he had no gospel text to quote he agrees that
IT CA'NNOT be of HUMAN LAW BECAUSE IT IS A MATTER OF FAITH; FAITH AND
THE SACRAMENTS ARE BEYOND HUMAN REASON AND THEREFORE THEY MUST BE OF
DIVINE LAW.
The Decrees of the Councils. Private confession quickly found its
WAY into the discussions OF THE CHURCH COUNCILS. pROM THE TIME OF LEO
THE Great, private confession was generally accepted and recognized as a
LEGAL form; BUT IN THE EIGHTH CENTURY IT WAS MADE COMPULSORY. ThE COUNCIL
OF LlEGE, MEETING IN '(\0, DECREED THAT EVERYONE SHOULD MAKE CONFESSION
ONCE A YEAR TO HIS PARISH PRIEST. By THE YEAR 85O THE PRINCIPLE OF
"public PENANCE FOR PUBLIC CRIMES, PRIVATE PENANCE FOR SECRET S I NS" BE
CAME THE ESTABLISHED RULE.^^ ThE LaTERAN COUNCIL WHICH MET IN |2I5 CON
FIRMED WHAT WAS ALREADY AN ESTABLISHED CUSTOM, AND MADE PRIVATE CONFESS
ION UNIVERSALLY OBLIGATORY. A SUMMATION OF THE LaTERAN COUNCIL'S DECISION
IS GIVEN BY Kemp.
This council demanded that confession be made once a year, that
penance be faithfully performed and that the priest in the manner
of the skilled physician must be faithful, diligent, and cautious
in the carrying out of this office, fitting the manner of advice to
the needs of the penitent and must not in any manner reveal what he
has learned in the confessional under penalty of being deposed and
^^Henry C. Lea, A Hi story of Aur i cular Confess ion and Indulgences in
Latin Church (Ph i ladFlph i a: Lea Brothers and Company, 1896), I, p. Io5.
26
Palmer, "Confession," Br ittanica, VI, p. 29 1
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DOING PERPETUAL PENANCE IN A MONASTERY.
ML THE PERIOD OF THE REFORMERS
1213 AD TO 1500 AD
In the UNDIVIDED AND PR E-REPORMAT I ON CHURCH THE CONFESSIONAL WAS
the product of a process of growth. pentecost suggests that the gradual
yet fundamental change in the ideas related to confession and forgiveness
of sin was due to the increasing complex hierarchical structure of the
Catholic Church. The individual was no longer of paramount importance;
THE corporate BODY BECAME PRIMARY. ThE OFFICIATING PRIEST GAVE THE CON
FESSING PERSON ABSOLUTION AND IMPOSED PENANCE FOR SIN COMMITED. By THE
i5TH CENTURY THE FORMULA OF ABSOLUTION WAS CHANGED FROM "MaY THE LORD
ABSOLVE thee" TO "! ABSOLVE THEE."^?
The I NDULGENCES . Quite early in the confessional of this period,
THE payment of A SUM OF MONEY CAME TO BE REGARDED AS A SATISFACTORY
30
SUBSTITUTE FOR THE APPOINTED ACT OF PENANCE. THE PRACTICE AROSE DURING
THE CRUSADES. SOLDIERS WHO EMBARKED ON THE HOLY WARS WERE GRANTED REMISS
ION OF ALL PENALTIES WHICH MIGHT HAVE BEEN THEIRS HAD THEY STAYED AT HOME
AND PERFORMED THE SATISFACTIONS REQUIRED BY THE PENITENTIAL SYSTEM. THE
NEXT STAGE WAS TO CONFER LIKE BENEFITS UPON THOSE WHO, UNABLE TO GO ON
THE CRUSADE, CONTRIBUTED TO THE ENTERPRISE. THE SYSTEM OF INDULGENCES
WAS GREATLY EXPANDED. In TIME INDULGENCES WERE DISPENSED TO RAISE MONEY
^"^KEMP, PHYSICIANS 0F_ THE SoUL, P. 3'-
^^Pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," p. 36.
^^Kemp, loc. CIT.
30karl Stolz, Pastoral Psychology (New York: Ab i ngdon-Cokesbury
Press, 19^0), p. 220""
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ror the construction of hospitals, bridges, cathedrals, and for all manner
of publ i c works, 3 1
The sale of indulgences was further encouraged by the practice of
A corrupt MEDIEVAL PRIESTHOOD. THE PRIESTS WERE OFTEN RECRUITED INDIS
CRIMINATELY, AND TOO OFTEN WERE WITHOUT TRAINING. ALL TOO FREQUENTLY,
THE CONFESSIONAL WAS USED AS A MEANS OF SOLICITING INDIVIDUALS FOR IM
MORAL PURPOSES. The period prior to the Reformation was marked by a
^2
RASH OF SATIRICAL LITERATURE DIRECTED AGAINST THE CONFESSIONAL.-* MeN
like Wyclif, Huss, and Erasmus spoke with indignation against the growing
COMMERCIALIZING OF INDULGENCES. McNE I L EMPHASIZES THE CORRUPTING EFFECT
INDULGENCES HAD ON CONFESSION. ThE PROGRESSIVE DETERIORATION OF THE
SACRAMENTAL DISCIPLINE IN THE MIDDLE AGES IS, HOWEVER, ASSOCIATED LESS
with the CHARACTER OF THE CONFESSORS THAN WITH THE PRACTICE OF INDUL
GENCES . 33
Jesu I T Confess i onal . Further evidence supporting the corruption
OF confession JS found IN THE "eASY SINNING""^ APPROACH WHICH BECAME
EMBODIED IN THE JeSUIT CONFESSIONAL. HeRE ALL THAT WAS REQUIRED WAS CON
FESSION OF THOSE SINS V/HICH COULD BE IMMEDIATELY RECALLED. THE PENITENT
NEED NOT PUT MUCH EMPHASIS UPON TRYING TO THINK OF ALL THE SINS HE HAD
COMMITTED; HIS INTENTION TO CONFESS WAS SUFFICIENT. IT WAS NOT NECESSARY
for the penitent to confess anything if there were some doubt about its
3Irolakd H. Sainton, The Reformat i on of tjhe S i xteenth Century
(Boston: Beacon Press, \jy2], p. 12.
S^pentecost, loc. cit.
33joHN T- McNeill, A H i story of the Cure of Souls (New York:
Harper and Brothers Publishers, 19517, p. "PI^
3^JoHN Fletcher Hurst, History of the Christian Church (New York:
Eaton AND Mains, I9OO), II, p7~5^fbr
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BEING A SIN, AND ESPECIALLY IF ONE FEARED THAT THE CONFESSOR WOULD BE
angered BY IT. If one PROFESSED TO MAKE A GENERAL CONFESSION AND YET
CONFESSED ONLY A PART, HE DID NOT LIE, SINCE THE FATHER CONFESSOR KNEW
PERFECTLY THAT IN GENERAL CONFESSION NOT EVERY SIN IS CONFESSED; AND EVEN
IF HE DID LIE IT V^/AS OF NO CONSEQUENCE UNLESS THE SIN OMITTED TOUCHED
SOME POINT ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY TO ABSOL U T I ON . 35
A SECOND CHANGE OF THIS PERIOD WAS THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONFESSION
INTO FOUR STEPS, UNDER THE HEADING OF PENANOE THESE STEPS INCLUDED:
l) CONTR I T I 0 CORD I S (sORROW OF S I Ns) , 2) CONF ESS I 0 OR I S (CONFESSION BE
FORE THE priest), 3) SAT I SFACT I O OPER I S (MANIFESTATION OF SORROw), AND
k) ABSOLUT I 0 (pardon). 36 \-f WAS THESE CHANGING CONCEPTS OF CONFESSION
AND THE MANY ABUSES OF THE CONFESSIONAL WHICH WAS THE CHIEF POINT OF
ATTACK !N THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION. |N THE LIFE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH,
BY THE YEAR I5OO THE SPIRITUAL NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE WERE LOST IN THE GROW
ING ECCLESIASTICAL STRUCTURES. WHILE MEN HAD RAISED THEIR VOICES IN
PROTEST AGAINST THE HERESIES OF THE CHURCH, IT REMAINED FOR MaRTIN LuTHER
TO ATTACK THE EVILS THAT BROUGHT THE REFORMATION.
1500 AD TO 1563 AD
Martin Luther. Luther's career of reform began with a pastoral
CONCERN OVER HIS PEOPLE'S BELIEF THAT PURCHASING LETTERS OF INDULGENCE
ASSURED THEM OF SALVATION. ON ALL SaINT'S EVE IN.I5I7 HE NAILED HIS
3^Harold j. Grimm, The Reformat ion Era (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 19^5).^ p- ^9-
^''^Albert T. Meidurg, "The Heritage of the Pastoral Counselor," An
Introduction T_o Pastoral Counseling, VJayne Gates (Nashville, Tennessee:
Broadman PrIss, "i959)> p- 7-
Ninety-Five Theses
PROPos it ions:
TO THE Wittenburg Church door. They began with two
Our Lord and Master Jesus Christ, when He said,
" Paen i tent i am
agite," willed that the whole life of believers should be repentance.
This word cannot be understood to mean sacramental penance, i.e.
confession and satisfaction, which is administered by the priests. 38
In part these theses were formulated from Luther's inner struggles
over his own repentance and forgiveness. Out of these struggles emerged
lasting convictions. Luther found that "to repent" meant "coming to
one's senses," and involved a change of heart and life in response to
THE LOVE- OF GOD. Th I S DISCOVERY OCCASIONED HIS "MODERATE DISSENT," AND
precipitated the Reformat I ON, 39
His emphasis upon this inner transformation brought into question
THE WHOLE PROCEDURE OF THE CONFESSIONAL. He REJECTED THE LATERAN CANON
OF -Innocent Mi with its demand for a total confession once a year. From
Luther's pamphlet. Concern i ng Confession, Whether the Pope Has Power to
Order It, Grimm summarizes:
he adduced bible passages to show that the christian had the
right to confess his sins to god alonej that priestly confession and
absolution, though not denied by the bible, were inventions designed
to enslave christians; and that the -power of forgiving sins was
GIVEN BY Christ to the entire church, not only to jhe clergy.
Luther rejected confession in the sense of requiring regulated
PENALTIES. He also REVOLTED AGAINST THE CONFESSIONAL EMPHASIS OF
mentioning every INDIVIDUAL SIN IN WHAT VMS TERMED "tOTAL CONFESSION."
McNeill reflects on Luther's disapproval of the existing confessional
Martin Luther, "Disputation on Indulgences," Works of Mart i n
Luther (Philadelphia: Muhlenburg Press, 19^3)^ p- 29.
39
Pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," p. 38.
'grimm. Reformation Era, p. 1^5-^0,
3^
system:
Luther^ who had much experience of the confessional both as a
PRIEST AND AS CONFESSANT, HAD REVOLTED AGAINST THE MULTIPLICATION AND
mechanical use OF THESE DISTINCTIONS ("sjNS OF VIRTUE," "siNS OF THE
FIVE SENSES," ETC.). The PENITENT IS SO TROUBLED BY THE STRAIN OF
RECALLING EVERY MINUTE POINT, THAT HE IS DIVERTED FROM HIS DESIRE FOR
A BETTER LIFE, AND WHEN THE CONFESSION IS ENDED, GLAD NOjT THAT HE IS
�
ABSOLVED BUT THAT THE "LABORIOUS NUISANCE" IS OVER WITH.^'
In Luther's writings two attitudes emerge in regard to confession.
It was not to be compulsory, and it was not necessary for confession to BE
hpmade orally to an ordained minister. ^'^ This latter attitude vms the result
of seeing confession and absolution with a pastoral eye rather than from
THE POINT OF VIEW OF ECCLESIASTICAL AUTHORITY. |N THIS REGARD, McNeiLL
SAYS OF Luther:
In the Resolutions he stresses the necessity of absolution for the
assurance of the penitent. but confession may be heard and absolution
spoken by a lay christian.
In the Formula Missae of 1523 Luther clearly abandons the uniform
requirement of confession. All that he demands is that notice of
intention to commune be GIVEN TO THE MINISTER ...'3
Luther, however, did not reject confession itself; on the contrary,
HE recognized no ONE AS A CHRISTIAN WHO WITHDREW FROM CONFESSION. He ALSO
advocated CONFESSION TO THE BRETHREN. He EMPHASIZED THE HELPFULNESS OF
CONFESSION IN THE RECONCILING OF MEN TO GoD AND TO ONE ANOTHER, AND HE
HELD TO THE CONVICTION THAT CONFESSION WAS TO BE A MUTUAL ACT IN WHICH
THE FAITHFUL WERE TO "pRIEST" EACH OTHER IN HEARING CONF ESS ! Or^.'S AND IN
PROCLAIMING THE PARDON WON FOR BELIEVERS IN JeSUS ChrIST.^5 LuTHER
John T. McNeill, "The Cure of Souls in Lutheran i sm,
" Pastoral
Psychology, 2:!^, June, 1951.
Clebsch and Jaekle, Journal of Pastoral Care, p. 60.
Caspari, Schaff-Her zog Encycloped i a. III, pp. 221-222,
EBSCH AND JaEKLE, LOC. CIT.
VicNeill, History or the Cure of Souls, p. 1 69.
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HIMSELF wrote:
Of private confession ... I am heartily in favor ... for it is a
cure without an equal for distressed consciences. For when we have
laid bare our conscience to our brother and privately made known to
him the evil that lurked within, we rece7ve from our brother's lips
the word of comfort spoken by god himself; and, if we accept it in
faith, we FIND PEACE IN THE MERCY OF GoD SPEAKING TO US THROUGH OUR
BROTHER,
Though private confession among the Lutheran Churches survived the
reformation for a period, it was generally dropped by the reformed move
MENTS. In its place general confession was practiced. This practice
MARKED THE PROTESTANT PERIOD FOLLOWING THE 16tH CENTURY REFORMATION.
John Calvin. Calvin, in the main, followed the thought of Luther.
He objected to the Scholastic doctrine of repentance, and refused to accept
THE IDEA OF ANNUAL SECRET CONFESSION. He MAINTAINED THAT THE SCRIPTURE
AUTHORIZED TWO KINDS OF PRIVATE CONFESSION: TO ONE ANOTHER (JaMES \6)
AND TO A NEIGHBOR WHOM ONE HAS WRONGED (MaTT. '^'.2'^).^'^ He RECOGNIZED THE
VALUE OF PRIVATE CONFESSION, BUT DENIED THAT SUCH CONFESSION WAS SACRA-
MENTAL OR NECESSARY FOR THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS.
HULDRE i CH ZW I NGL I . ANOTHER REFORMER OF THE EARLY 16tH CENTURY,
ZWINGLI, SHARED THE VIEWS OF LUTHER AND CaLVIN. He REGARDED AURICULAR
CONFESSION AS A MEANS OF GRACE, He CONSIDERED CONFESSION LIKE A CONSULTA
TION IN WHICH THE PENITENT RECEIVED FROM God'S APPOINTED SERVANT ADVICE
ON HOW HE COULD SECURE PEACE OF MIND. HE ALSO CLAIMED THE SUFFICIENCY OF
Martin Luther, "The Babylonian Captivity of the Church," Works of
Martin Luther, tr. H.T.W. Steinhaeuser (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press,
^^"''pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," p. ^0.
Palmer, "Confession," Britannica, VI, p. 29 1.
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direct confession to god by t h e p e n i t e nt . ^9
The Reformation brought about three important emphases that changed
THE practice OF CONFESSION FOR THE YOUNG PrOTESTANT CHURCH. ThESE CHANGES
ARE SUMMARIZED BY McNEIL:^^ I) ThE MEDIEVAL METHODS OF CONFESSION WERE
ALTERED, WITH CONFESSION BEING RETAINED ON A PURELY VOLUNTARY BASIS. A
FULL ENUMERATION OF SINS WAS NOT EXPECTED NOR CONSIDERED POSSIBLEJ 2) THE
PRACTICE AND THE TEACHING OF THE REFORMERS CONTRIBUTED TO THE VISITATIONAL
MINISTRY OF THE PASTOR, LEADING HIM TO THE BEDSIDE AND BUSINESSES OF HIS
PARISHIONERS, FOSTERING THE HEALING OF THEIR SOULS AND THE QUICKENING OF
RELIGIOUS devotion; AND, 3) THE WIDELY PRACTICED MUTUAL CURE OF SOULS ON
THE PART OF LAYMEN. EACH MAN VMS HIS BROTHER'S KEEPER IN A SPIRITUAL
FELLOWSH IP.
Council of Trent. The Catholic Church received a tremendous shock
FROM the Reformation. The recovery of the Roman Church began under
Paul II! (!53^-^^9)- In the reforms that ensued, the attempt was rather
TO rid the old system of abuses than to alter it in principle.
5' The
Council of Trent, meeting in 1551-1563^ made confession a divine institu
tion WITH priests alone HAVING THE AUTHORITY TO REMIT CONFESSED
SINS.
Furthermore, it stated that if anyone denies that sacramental confession
is necessary for salvation or is instituted by divine right, or says that
THE practice OF PRIVATE CONFESSION IS A HUMAN INSTITUTION
AND ALIEN FROM
THE INSTITUTION AND COMMAND OF CHRIST, "lET HIM BE ANATHEMA. THOUGH
^^^Pentecost, op. cit., P. 'M .
5'^McNeill, History of the Cure of Soul�, pp. 189-I91.
5'lBiD., P. 287. 52,e,D.^ p. 31.
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THE Reformation had produced marked changes in a Protestant approach to
THE confessional EXPERIENCE, IN THE ROMAN CaTHOLIC ChuRCH THE COUNCIL OF
Trent if^ reaction to this reform secured onoe and for all the divine
SACRAMEfJT OF PENANCE. ThE CONFESSIONAL WAS NO LONGER OPTIONAL BUT
compulsory and NECESSARY. 53
IV. THE PROTESTANT PERIOD
1563 AD TO the Present
The Protestant Reformation brought about many changes. From the
POINT OF VIEW of THIS STUDY THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT WERE THE EMERGENCE OF
THE Protestant pastor and the abandonment of the confessional. The
Catholic Church continued the confessional as it was; the Anglo-Cathol i c
continued it in a modified form, but Protestan i sm, in the main, developed
A different approach and philosophy tov/ard THE NEEDS AND PROBLEMS OF IN
DIVIDUALS. Certain elements of the confessional remained. Pastors still
faced the private problems of their PEOPLE and often heard a CONFESSION
OF SIN, but the obligatory NATURE AND THE SUPERNATURAL SANCTIONS WERE
ABOL ISHED.-^
The DIRECTION TAKEN WITHIN THE PROTESTANT TRADITION WAS BASED UPON
Luther's and Calvin's concept of confession. Luther, although disgusted
WITH MUCH of THE SUPERSTITION AROUND THE CONFESSIONAL, DID NOT V/ANT TO
ABOLISH IT ENTIRELY. HE SUGGESTED THAT IT BE UTILIZED AS AN OPTIONAL
AND CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW BETWEEN THE PASTOR AND THE INDIVIDUAL. CaLVIN
FELT THAT CONFESSION TO GOD SHOULD BE FOLLOWED BY CONFESSION TO MEN, BAS
ING HIS AUTHORITY ON JaMES 5:|6. CaLVIN THUS FELT THAT CONFESSION COULD
' I B ! D . , P . 32 <
Kemp, Physicians of the Soul, p. 39-
rightfully be made to any church member, ALTHOUGH THE PASTORS WERE "SUP
POSED" TO BE BETTER QUALIFIED THAN OTHERS. HE SUGGESTED THAT ONE WHO WAS
IN SPIRITUAL DISTRESS SHOULD SEEK RELIEF AND CONSOLATION BY A PRIVATE CON-
FESSION TO HIS PASTOR, ALTHOUGH THIS WAS ALWAYS OPT I ONAL .
-^-^ THESE BASIC
VIEWS BECAME THE GUIDELINES IN THE PROTESTANT CHURCH AS IT DEVELOPED ITS
CONFESSIONAL MINISTRY IN THE POST-R EF ORMAT I ON PERIOD.
The GROWTH of the Protestant Church followed a number of different
AVENUES. Each major denomination or communion developed its own APPROACH
TO THE ministry OF CONFESSION. McNEILL HAS SOUGHT TO CLARIFY CONFESSIONAL
PROCEDURES IN pROTESTANT CHURCHES. THE FOLLOWING PRESENTATION IS BASED
PRIMARILY ON HIS STUDY AS REVIEWED BY PENTECOST,
Angl I CAN I SM . The English reform movement gave considerable atten
tion TO THE CONFESSIONAL AND ITS REFORM. |N THE F I RST BoOK OF COMMON
Prayer, publisher in I5^9> those who were satisfied with a general con
fession WERE not to be OFFENDED BY THOSE WHO SOUGHT TO SATISFY THEMSELVES
FURTHER ON THE MATTER THROUGH AURICULAR AND SECRET CONFESSION TO THE
priest; NOR WERE THE LATTER TO BE OFFENDED BY THE FORMER. NO ONE WAS TO
JUDGE OTHER MEN'S CONSCIENCES. PRIVATE CONFESSION WAS RETAINED IN THE
Second Prayer Book of 1552- Following the acceptance of the Second Prayer
Book as the basis for administration and policy, a fairly uniform body of
opinion developed. This eventually characterized the Anglican position
ON the subject of confession and lead to a number of significant consid
erations. The medieval demand for absolute confession by all adherents was
55joHN T, McNeill, Med i eval Handbook of Penance (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1938), p~Tl5.
^^pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," pp. k2-h6; McNeill, History
OF the Cure of Souls, pp. 218-318.
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repudiated , and absolution was made to rest upon scriptural authority.
The Anglican Communion advocated mutual confession of one to another, as
WELL as a general CONFESSION BY ALL IN THE MORN I NG PRAYER.
Anglican writers of the I9th and 20th centuries presented diver
gent viewpoints on confession and ABSOLUTION. THE BASIC DIFFERENCES RE
mained unresolved. some strongly testified to the value of confession,
others felt that it should be exceptional and that the highest christian
life would have no need of i t . 5t
Presbyter i an i sm . The ministry of confession in Presbyter ianism is
SIGNIFICANT. JOHN KnOX, IN ThE BOOK OF DISCIPLINE, DEALT WITH THE QUES
TION EXTENSIVELY, AND PARTICULARLY IN RELATION TO THE PROBLEM OF ECCLES
IASTICAL AUTHORITY. FOR PUBLICLY KNOWN CRIMES OF A MORAL NATURE, SUCH AS
FORNICATION, DRUNKENNESS, FIGHTING, AND SWEARING, THE OFFENDER WAS REQUIR
ED TO CONFESS BEFORE A SESSION CONSISTING OF MINISTERS, ELDERS, AND
DEACONS. This was then followed by confession before the congregation.
Private confession was commended, but public confession was more
PROMINENT. Many great ministers in the Presbyterian traditions gave
themselves to a confessional ministry, including Thomas Chalmers, John
Walson ("Ian Maclaren"), and George Matheson.
Puritanism. The ministry of confession among the Puritans resem
bles that of Presbyterianism. Conscience was for the Puritans the tre
mendous and inescapable REALITY, AND THEIR PREACHING AND PASTORAL MINIS
TRY WAS INTERPRETED IN THE LIGHT OF IT. R I CHARD BAXTER IS THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT NAME IN THE PUR I TAN TRADITION. |N HIS BOOK, ThE REFORMED
Pastor, published in 1656, he stresses the sacredness and value of work
^^McNeill, op. cit., p. 2hk.
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WITH EACH individual. HE SPENT AT LEAST ONE HOUR WITH EACH FAMILY IN HIS
PARISH EACH YEAR, PROVIDING HIS PARISHIONERS WITH INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITIES
^8to speak with their pastor.-^ seventeenth century english puritanism was
the parent of a number of protestant groups including in some sense the
Methodist Church, which is also indebted to Anglicanism and the German
Pietism. 59
Bapt i sts, Quakers, Method i sts, and Congregat i onal i sts . These
denominations represent the growth of Protestantism after the |6th and
17th centuries. Confession among them is sufficiently similiar to just
ify their discussion together. Baptists and Congregat i onal i sts stressed
the autonomy of the congregation and recognized a realm of option with
respect to local practice. Although confession was made before the con
gregation, MUCH EMPHASIS WAS PLACED UPON THE PASTOR'S INVOLVEMENT WITH
individual souls.
The Quaker societies featured mutual confession and correction.
These societies grew up in the milieu of Puritanism, and reflect its com
mon ideas AND code OF BEHAVIOR.
The earliest units of organization of the People called Methodists
CONSISTED OF THE "bANDS," OR GROUPS FOR MUTUAL CONFESSION AND DISCIPLINE.
They were people who especially "needed to pour out their hearts" to one
ANOTHER. Wesley, like Luther and Calvin, and in accordance with the Book
OF Common Prayer, approved confession of sins to a spiritual guide for
the disburdening of the conscience. He held that to make it obligatory
for all "is to make, of what may be a useful means, a dangerous snare.
59|v1cNeill, History of the Cure of Souls, p. 268.
60|BiD., p. 280.
Though there are differences in these early Protestant groups, fundamen
tal IN ALL IS THE EMPHASIS LAID UPON MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY AMONG MEMBERS
for ONE another's WELFARE OF BODY AND SOUL. EaCH OF THESE GROUPS HAS
sought to emphasizeon the one hand the autonomy of the individual, and
on the other hand the priesthood of all believers.
Pastoral Care Emphas i s of 20th Century . One of the significant
manifestations of the late nineteenth century and present twentieth cen
tury is the formulation of a fastoral psychology. pastoral psychology
developed out or the concern of the church for the total needs of the
INDIVIDUAL. It EVOLVED FROM THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW PSYCHOLOGY THAT WAS
SEPARATED FROM PHILOSOPHY AND THAT CLAIMED TO BE A SCIENCE IN ITS OWN
RIGHT. This new psychology was pioneered by such men as William James,
G. Stanley Hall, George Trumball Todd, and John Watson.^' The growth of
PSYCHOLOGY A3 A SEPARATE DISCIPLINE CORRELATED WITH THE PERSONAL AND RE
LIGIOUS struggles of these pioneers. It virtually resulted in a "Psy
chology OF Religion." The two major areas of interest and investigation
62
WERE CONVERSION AND ADOLESCENCE. ThE FIRST IMPORTANT VOLUME, BY E. D.
STARBUCK, CAME IN 1899.^^ SiNCE THIS WAS THE YEAR DWIGHT L. MoODY DIED
Kemp remarks that it, in a sense, marks the transition from the period of
6k
REVIVALISM TO ONE OF GREATER PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF RELIGION.
By 1910 THE "Psychology of Religion" was appearing as a distinct course
IN colleges and universities. In this early stage the subject was treat
ed primarily as an academic discipline dealing with the problems of people
^'kemp, op. cit., pp. 69-90. ^^IBID., P. 100.
^3�, D. Starbuck, The Psychology of Rel i g i on (New York: Charles
ScR ibner' s Sons, 19OO) .
^\emp, op. cit., PP. 100-101.
through such methods as the questionnaire and the biographical study. ^5
Eventually a change began to take place when seminaries offered courses
in this field. prom this theological interest in man both as a spiritual
and physical being, a new era began in the history of the care of souls.
The MINISTER NOW SOUGHT TO UNDERSTAND HIS ROLE AS ONE INDIVIDUAL RELATING
TO ANOTHER. HE WAS COMING TO SEE THAT HIS ROLE WAS NOT SO MUCH THAT OF
SOLVING PROBLEMS AS IT WAS THAT OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS SOLVE THEIR OWN
PROBLEMS. This led to the present emphasis on the care of souls IN A PAS
TORAL COUNSELING SETTING. CONFESSION CONTINUES TO BE A PRIMARY SUBJECT
FOR THE CHURCH AND PRIVATE CONFESSION IN A PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATION
SHIP PROVES TO BE A SIGNIFICANT CONCEPT. BERGSTEN OBSERVED THAT THE NEW
CONFESS ! ONAL ISM THAT AROSE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY DEMANDED THE RE-ESTAB
LISHMENT OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE SPIRITUAL OFFICE. IT R E- 1 NTRODU C E D INTO
THE Protestant Church the practice of private confession and thereby
RESTORED THE PASTOR, OR SPIRITUAL ADVISOR, TO THE STATUS OF CONFESSOR
WITHOUT AT THE SAME TIME VESTING IN HIM THE ECCLESIASTICAL AUTHORITY HE
HAS IN THE Catholic Church.
V. SUMMARY
The most significant periods and movements in the history of con
fession HAVE BEEN NOTED IN BRIEF FORM. As IN HISTORY, SO IN THE PRESENT
SITUATION, DIVERSITY IN THE PRACTICE AND PATTERN OF CONFESSION IS A NOT
ABLE CHARACTERISTIC. THE VALUE OF CONFESSION IS RECOGNIZED WITHIN THE
CHURCH AND WITHOUT iTj MEDICINE AND PSYCHOLOGY ACKNOWLEDGE ITS IMPORTANCE.
^^IBID., P. 10^-
^^GoTE Bergsten, Pastoral Psychology (New York: The MacMillan
Company, I95l)> ^- ^2.
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In the early church it was customary to have public confession in
THE midst of the CONGREGATION, AND PENALTIES FOR NOT CONFESSING, AS WITH
Ananias in the early Jerusalem church, were harsh (Acts ^:\-]\]. Later
IN THE Roman Church confessions were made privately and eventually anony
mously to the priest.
The most information available on the nature and practice of con
fession AND PENANCE IN THE MIDDLE AGES IS FROM THE PEN I T E NT I AL S . ThESE
handbooks BECAME THE GUIDELINES FOR PRIVATE CONFESSION. THEY WERE WRITTEN
ORIGINALLY APART FROM ECCLESIASTICAL SANCTION. IN PROCESS OF TIME, HOW
EVER, THE Roman Church established them as a sacrament for all.
In the Protestant revolt against Rome the confessional was comple
tely discarded BY SOME OF THE NEW CHURCHES. THE PROTESTANT REFORMERS
viewed the confessional as a formal legalism, an invasion of privacy, a
violation of religious independence, and as a means of intimidation by
religious superiors.
The Protestant confessional that developed out of the reformation
VMS characterized by a variety of different approaches, a modified form
of the Roman position is found in the Anglican and Lutheran churches.
The Calvinistic approach gives the local church the responsibility for
THE CURE AND CARE OF ITS MEMBERS. THE PrOTESTANT STATE CHURCH OF SOME
countries OFFERS LITTLE TOWARDS THE MINISTRY OF PRIVATE OR PUBLIC CON
FESSION. Finally, the Methodist approach gives prominence to fellowship
in the care of souls. The corporate life of the church is considered as
A means of grace. The minister has primary responsibility for the
FELLOWSHIP, BUT ONLY FUNCTIONS "a5 FIRST AMONG EQUALS." |N THIS CORPORATE
LIFE OF FELLOWSHIP, THE MINISTER CAN DEVELOP A RELATIONSHIP OF EXPERIENCED
ONENESS WITH HIS PEOPLE WHICH IS THE INDISPENSABLE PREREQUISITE FOR A
THERAPEUTICALLY EFFECTIVE FACE-TO-FACE MINISTRY.
CHAPTER IV
A CONCEPT OF THE PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP
I. INTRODUCTION
To THE PASTOR, COUNSELING IS A PIVOTAL MODE OF PASTORAL CARE. IT
IS A MODERN DEVELOPMENT WITH ROOTS SUNK DEEP IN RELIGIOUS BEGINNINGS.
The MINISTER HAS LEARNED THAT HE NOT ONLY HAS A RIGHT TO COUNSEL HIS
PARISHIONERS, BUT AN OBLIGATION. HE HAS COME TO SEE HIMSELF IN THE
FIELD OF COUNSELING "aS A POSITIVE FORCE WORKING TOWARD SPIRITUAL GROWTH
FOR COUNSELEES AND AS A VITAL CONTRIBUTION TO A COMMUNITY'S MENTAL HEALTH."
An ATTEMPT WILL BE MADE IN THIS CHAPTER TO SET FORTH A CONCEPT OF THE
PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP FROM A PROTESTANT PERSPECTIVE. ThE CHAP
TER IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTIONS: A THEOLOGICAL CONCEPT OF THE RELATION
SHIP, THE pastor's role, THE COUNSELEE AND THE SETTING, AND HINDRANCES
TO BUILDING A RELATIONSHIP.
11. A THEOLOGICAL APPROACH TO THE PASTORAL
COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP
One of the basic needs of man calls for responsive encounter.
From the beginning to the end of life, man, incomplete in himself, reach
es OUT TO relate to OTHERS. EVEN THE ESSENTIAL NEED FOR CONFESSION
'edgar Draper, Psychiatry and Pastoral Cm. re (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Pkent ice-Hall., > p~75-
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ADMITS TO man's BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS WHICH ALIENATE HIM FROM BOTH GOD AND
MAN. The FOLLOWING FOUR THEOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES RELATE TO THE PASTORAL
COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP; THESE ARE DISCUSSED MORE FULLY IN DaYRINGER's
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study.
God' s Great i on
God created man with the capacity for a tangible relationship with
HIS fellowman and an intangible relationship with Himself. In his freedom
man IS given the right to choose when, how,, and with whom he would relate.
A theology of relationship seeks to make him aware of his relationship to
God as His creator. The emphasis is based on the premise that all of man's
activities have been important to God and that the ultimate in right re
lationships involves the will of God in the complex relationships of life. 3
Chr j st' s Demonstrat i on
The most profound demonstration of how to enter into meaningful
RELATIONSHIPS WITH GOD AND MAN WAS PRESENTED BY CHRIST. HE IS THE SUPREME
EXAMPLE OF THE MINISTER'S IDEAL AS A COUNSELOR. THE GoSPELS REVEAL HIS
AMAZING ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEMS AND NEEDS OF PEOPLE. JESUS
"knew what WAS IN man" (John 2:25). Even the taunt of his enemies that
HE WAS A "friend OF SINNERS," BECAME A MARK OF HONOR.
Religion to Christ was a matter of active relationship. 5 He
summed up all the scriptures in terms of relationship when he said:
you shall love the lord your god with all your mind. this is the
"Richard Dayringer, "A Study of the Relationship in Pastoral
Counseling," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation. New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary, New Orleans, 1968). pp. 85-93.
3 1 B I d . , p . 86 ,
^�/ayne E. Gates (ed.). An I ntroduct i on to Pastoral Counsel i ng
(Nashville: Broadman Press, 1959)^ ^- 5-
^Dayringer, op. cit., p. 87.
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THE GREAT AND FIRST COMMANDMENT. AnD A SECOND IS LIKE IT, YOU SHALL
love your neighbor as yourself. On these two commandments DEPEND ALL
THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS, (MATT . 22:37-^0) �
Jesus gave three parables on broken relationships (Luke The
CO I N WAS LOST BY ACCIDENT. |T HAD MEANING ONLY IN RELATIONSHIP. V/HEN
FOUND AND RETURNED TO ITS RIGHT RELATIONSHIP, ITS MEANING RETURNED. THIS
TRUTH IS REFLECTED IN THE LIFE OF THE PERSON WHO GETS SEPARATED FROM THE
SOCIAL STRUCTURE THAT GIVES HIS LIFE MEANING. THE SHEEP BECAME LOST
THROUGH CARELESSNESS. ThE SUSTAINING RELATIONSHIP WAS BROKEN BY CARELESS
WANDERING. THE CONCERNED PERSON WAS INTERESTED IN RESTORING THE ESSENTIAL
RELATIONSHIP SO THAT LIFE COULD FUNCTION AS INTENDED. THE SON BECAME LOST
BY CHOICE. Separated from the meaningful structure of relationship, even
tually HE CAME to himself AND RE-ESTABLISHED HIMSELF TO THE PROPER POS I -
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T I ON .
Man' s Part i al Recogn i t i on
Man seems to have recognized his need to be with those of his own
KIND. He has lived in FAMILIES, TRIBES, OR COMMUNITIES THROUGHOUT HIS
HISTORY. Many of man's problems, however, have arisen because of his
CLOSE proximity TO OTHERS. THOUGH DESIRING CLOSE AND INTIMATE RELATION
SHIPS WITH OTHER PERSONS, HE NEVERTHELESS DISCOVERS THESE CLOSE RELATION
SHIPS ARE BINDING AND RESTRAINING. HE NEEDS THE SOLITUDE OF SLEEP OR
MEDITATION TO RECOVER FROM THE STRESSES OF HUMAN RELATIONS."'^ EMOTIONAL
INJURIES HAVE OFTEN OCCURED TO MAN THROUGH PERSONAL INTERACTION.
God' s Implementat ion
God HAS USED men in their relationships with one ANOTHER AS I NSTRU-
^Ibid., pp. 87-88.
'''paul E. Johnson, Person and Counselor (Nashville; Abingdon Press,
1967). 55-57-
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MENTS FOR THE REVELATION OF HiMSELF. EACH PERSON PARTICIPATES IN A PART
NERSHIP WITH OTHER PERSONS WHO CONFRONT HIM IN ACTIVE RELATIONSHIP. THESE
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RELATIONSHIPS ARE ESSENTIAL TO RELIGIOUS LIFE. r;
III. DEFINING THE PROTESTANT PASTORAL
COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP
Since relationships are a fundamental concern of Christianity, they
are of primary significance to the pastor. throughout history god is con
cerned that his creatures live in close relationship with him; only in
this way can he bless them with abundant life. to the hebrew people he
sent prophets urging them to return to the covenant relationship that they
were prone to break. when christ came, he sought to bridge the gap that
separated man from god and restore a unifying r el at i onsh i p . ^
Protestant D ist i nct i ves
The EMERGING PASTORAL CONCEPT PRODUCED IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
REFORMATION RESULTED IN A DISTINCTIVE PROTESTANT PASTORAL IMAGE. LUTHER
EMPHASIZED A PREACHING MINISTRY THAT CONSIDERED THE TOTAL NEEDS OF HIS
PARISHIONERS. In GENEVA A REGULAR PRACTICE OF THE "cURE OF SOULS" WAS
DEVELOPED UNDER CaLVIN'S INFLUENCE. MINISTERS WERE ENCOURAGED TO CALL
REGULARLY IN THE HOMES OF THEIR PARISH. By 1550 AN ORDER WAS ISSUED THAT
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THIS VISITATION WAS TO BE PERFORMED AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR. |N PLACE OF
THE FORMAL CONFESSIONAL BOX OF THE ROMAN CHURCH, THE PROTESTANT PASTOR
o
Paul E. Johnson, Psychology of Religion (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1959), PP. 69-70.
^David Belgum, Cl I n i cal Tra i n i ng for Pastoral Care (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 195^) , p. k] .
'^H. Richard Niebuhr and Daniel D. Williams (ed.). The Ministry in
Historical Perspect i ves (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 195^,
P. 13^.
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carried on a pers on- to- p e r50n ministry.
In the eighteenth century, John Wesley gave a distinct pastoral em
phasis TO the Methodist societies which he f^ounded. As a student at Oxford
he formed a Holy Club for daily cultivation of spiritual life. He encour
aged others to join him in regular visits to the poor and destitute in
prisons and almshouses. He took the pulpit to the street corners in an
effort to reach people. He preached in the open fields and at the mining
PITS.'' Even as Luther promoted the ministry of the Protestant pastor
BEYOND THE CONFINES OF THE CONFESSIONAL BOX, SO V/ESLEY EXTENDED HIS MIN
ISTRY FAR BEYOND THE STRUCTURES OF THE SANCTUARY.
In RECENT YEARS THE PROTESTANT CONCEPT OF THE MINISTRY HAS EMPHA
SIZED THE RELATIONSHIP ASPECT OF THE PASTOR's PERSONALITY. He IS REFERRED
TO AS FRIEND AND FELLOW CHRISTIAN RATHER THAN AS PRIEST OR SPIRITUAL LEAD
ER; IT IS THROUGH DIRECT, PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP THAT HE SEEKS TO BE OF
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HELP. The Protestant pastor participates in the life of his parishion
ers AS A BROTHER-MAN IN CONTRAST TO THE ROLE OF THE CATHOLIC PASTOR AS
FATHER-PRIEST. IN HIS CAPACITY AS COUNSELOR HE FUNCTIONS AS A FELLOW
Christian among his people, fulfilling his identity as a father only in
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relationship to his own CHILDREN.
Pastoral Counsel i ng Def ined
The aim of modern pastoral counseling, as in almost all other kinds
of personal counseling, is not to give advice; nor is it to provide ready-
made solutions to various personal problems. Carrington states the aim
' 'paul E. Johnson, Psychology of Pastoral Care (New York: Abingdon
Press, 1953), pp- 22-23.
'^Wayne E. Dates, Protestant Pastoral Counsel i ng (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1 962), p. 33.
'3|BID., p. 1^0.
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clearly:
The whole aim of pastoral counseling is to create a personal re
lationship OF such quality that the client will feel able progressive
ly to unburden his, pent-up emotions, and__let GO his deeply buried
psych I c defences .
This approach to pastoral counseling results from a growing under
standing AND RESPECT FOR A PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY, pIFTY YEARS AGO THE
PASTOR FELT THAT HIS MAIN TASK WAS TO APPEAL TO REASON IN GIVING ADVICE,
POINT OUT SEVERAL REASONS WHY THE PARISHIONER WAS IN HIS PREDICAMENT, AND
SHOW, AS Belgum says, "two or three logical steps to be taken in solving
HIS problem." Today the trend is av/ay from the counselor to the counse
lee. The parishioner or patient is the center of such counseling rather
than the cleverness or the authority of the pastor.
Pastoral counseling seeks to support the individual in his search
to MAKE life's CHOICES, BUT THE RESPONSIBILITY TO CHOOSE IS LEFT WITH THE
INDIVIDUAL. To PROVIDE READY-MADE SOLUTIONS IS SEEN AS DEPRIVING THE PAR
ISHIONER "of what MAY V^ELL BE HIS BEST OR ONLY CHANCE OF GAINING INSIGHT
INTO HIS INNER ATTITUDES AND PREJUDICES AND HIS REAL NEEDS.
"'"''^ READY-
made solutions v/ould also tend to make him dependent on the counselor when
further difficulties make their appearance. there is therefore a shift
from dependence upon authority and tradition to more reliance on a warm,
secure, interpersonal relationship between pastor and parishioner as the
foundation for emotional grovv^th and the finding of solutions to problems.'^
Pastoral counseling, though similar to secular counseling, has
'^^W. L. Carrington, Psychology, Rel ig ion and Human Need (Des Moines,
Iowa: Meredith Press, I957)j> p- '8^-
'^David Belgum, Clinical Training for Pastoral Care (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1956), p.~^.
'^iBiD. '^Carrington, loc. cit. '^Belgum, loc. cit.
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CERTAIN UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS. DaY'RINGER CITES THAT THE DESCRIPTIVE
ADJECTIVE "pastoral" INDICATES!
i) a special area of theological expertness brought to the relation
ship, along with knov/ledge and skill about counselingj
2) acknowledgment that the person seeking help has likely come to
the counselor because of having a presenting problem presumed to re
late to the realm of theological expertness; and
3) this special area of expertness has to be related to the needs
of the total person. '9
Pastoral counseling is also unique since I) only the theologically-
oriented HAVE ENGAGED IN IT; 2) THERE IS A SPECIFIC SYMBOLIC ROLE OF
values; 3) THE MINISTER COUNSELS IN A KIND OF CONTEXT WHICH RELATES HIM
TO THE CHURCH; k) HE HAS AVAILABLE CERTAIN TOOLS SUCH AS PRAYER, SCRIP
TURE, CHURCH ORDINANCES, PUBLIC WORSHIP, AND EDUCATIONAL OR FELLOWSHIP
groups; AND 5) THE MINISTER HAS ASSUMED THE PRESENCE AND THE GUIDANCE OF
THE Holy Spirit during counseling. He has also maintained goals which
20
INCLUDES DIVINE REDEMPTION RATHER THAN JUST HUMAN RELIEF.
Rel AT I ONSH I p Dek i ned
(T IS DOUBTFUL V/HETHER HUMAN PERSONALITY WOULD DEVELOP AT ALL IF
ONE WERE COMPLETELY ISOLATED FROM OTHER PERSONS. ROGERS LAYS GREAT "STRESS
2 1
UPON THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP ITSELF AS A GROWTH EXPERIENCE." He
ALSO CLEARLY DISTINGUISHES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RELATIONSHIP AND TRANS
FERENCE. For HIM RELATIONSHIP "iS SOMETHING WHICH IS MUTUAL AND APPRO
priate, where transference or count ertr a nsf er e nc e are phenomena which are
characteristically one-way and inappropriate to the realities of the s i t-
'^Dayringer, "Relationship in Pastoral Counseling," p. 9^-
^^Leslie E. Moser, Counsel i ng: A Modern lmphas i s in Religion (Engle
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc. ,"T9o2y,~pp. 4-5.
^'Carl R. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 19^2), p. 30.
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??
UAT ION."
Relationship, as defined by Dayringer,
...REFERS to the CONSCIOUS, VOLUNTARY, REALISTIC, APPROPRIATE,
rational, legitimate, and earned responses of both counselor and
counselee to one another in their current interaction. it has been
the emotional force which has come into operation between two or
more people because of their communicative behavior. ^3
The pastoral relationship, because of its traditional and symbolic
nature, includes and connotes much more than the momentary interpersonal
relationship of two persons during the pastoral call or counseling sit
uation; it also includes the associations the counselee has with religion,
authority, and early experiences in developing moral attitudes as well
as the present moral sanctions inherent in the church. the pastoral
counselor normally enters a relationship with a religious perspective,
God's love is involved, undergirding both minister and client in the re
lationship. The pastoral counseling relationship, like any other thera
peutic RELAT I ONSH I P, . HAS ATTEMPTED TO SET UP "a GOOD SOCIETY IN M I N I A-
TURE.' The PASTORAL COUNSELOR HAS TRIED TO PROVIDE THE KIND OF HUMAN
interpersonal relationship which has not obscured, but rather, magnified
and illuminated the relationship offered individuals by god ,
Characteristics of Relationship. Each relationship has its own
UNIQUENESS, ITS OWN CHARACTERISTICS. IN THE PASTORAL COUNSELING RELA
TIONSHIP THE PASTOR FOCUSES HIS ATTENTION ON EACH RELATIONSHIP AS AN
INDIVIDUALLY SHARED EXPERIENCE. NEVERTHELESS, THERE ARE CERTAIN BASIC
CHARACTERISTICS WHICH HAVE MUTUAL INVOLVEMENT IN ALL RELATIONSHIPS.
^^Carl R. Rogers, On Becoming a Person (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 19^0, pp. 8 1 -827""
23dayringer, loc cit., pp. 95-96. ^Sbid., p. 100.
^5|BiD., pp. 99-100.
!n reviewing Becker's dissertation, "The Function of Relationship
IN Pastoral Counseling," Dayringer concludes that "the pastoral counsel
ing relationship was found to consist of five dimensions: communication,
status, trust, emotional distance, and religious climate."
Certain psychological assumptions which play a large part in the
characteristics OF relationship are discussed by Hiltner:^^ (I) all
conduct has had meaning when viewed in depth dimensions; (2) people have
TENDED to RELIVE EARLY, PRIMARY GROUP (faMILy) EXPERIENCES IN ALL LATER
relationships; and (3) personality growth has proceeded through the con
structive HANDLING OF CONFLICT, NOT THE AVOIDANCE OF IT.
Dates states that four factors need attention if a secure counsel
ing RELATIONSHIP IS TO BE ESTABLISHED. FiRST, THE COUNSELOR'S ROLE MUST
BE CLEARLY DEFINED AND MUTUALLY UNDERSTOOD. SECOND, THE TIME FACTOR
MUST BE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD. THIRD, A PLACE OF DISCREET PRIVACY MUST BE
ARRANGED. AND FINALLY, THE COUNSELEE AND COUNSELOR MUST SHARE THE INl-
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tiative for setting all this in order.
From a study of a number of case histories and counseling experi
ences Dayringer suggests the following steps or stages in a counseling
relat i onsh ip:
!. Recognition of problem and request for help.
2. Definition of situation and covenant making.
3. Removal of threat and free expression of feelings.
4. Exploration of negative and positive feelings.
5. Mutual understanding and acceptance.
6. Clarifications of values and goals.
7. Externalizing and terminating the relationship.
^
18 id., p. 98-
^"^Seward Hiltner, Pastoral Counsel ing (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
19^9), p- 75-
^^Oates, An Introduction to Pastoral Counsel ing, p. 75.
29oayringer, op. cit., p. \0k.
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Dayringer also presents two other groups of characteristics
relating to a therapeutic relationship. First, he considers positive
characteristics in a therapeutic RELAT ionshi^p:
An EMPATH I C RELAT I ONSH I P .
Therapist and patient relate well.
Therapist sticks closely to the patient's problems.
The patient feels free to say what he likes.
An atmosphere of mutual trust and confidence exists.
Rapport is excellent.
The patient assumes an active role.
The therapist leaves patient free to make his own choices.
The therapist accepts all feeling which the patient expresses
as completely normal and understandable.
a tolerant atmosphere exists.
An UNDERSTANDING THERAPIST.
Patient feels most of the time that he is really understood.
Therapist is really able to understand patient.
The therapist really tries to understand the patients' feelings.
Second, he cites negative characteristics impeding a therapeutic
RELAT I ONSH I Pt
a punitive therapist.
Therapist makes patient feel rejected.
The therapist seems to have no respect for the patient.
An impersonal, cold relationship.
The therapist often puts the patient "in his place."
The therapist carries favor with the patient.
The therapist tries to impress the patient with his skill or
knowledge. o
The therapist treats the patient like a child.
These characteristics emphasize the significance of the minister in the
relationship. The relationship promotes an atmosphere of acceptance,
understanding, tolerance, and mutual trust.
Functions of Relationship. Many of the functions of the pastoral
counseling relationship resemble the functions of other therapeutic
relationships. First, it meets the basic interpersonal needs of love, a
SENSE of BELONGI NGNESS, SECURITY, AND SELF-ESTEEM. SeCOND, IT PROVIDES
A SETTING FOR INTERPERSONAL LEARNING. ThE CLIENT LEARNS TO RECOGNIZE
30jBiD., P. io6. 3ijBiD., P. 107.
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HIS IMPULSES AND FEELINGS, NEW SOCIAL SKILLS, AND NEW VALUES AND
ENLARGED
GOALS. Third, the relationship provides for the counselee an opportunity
to develop new patterns of response to formerly traumatic experiences.
Fourth, it provides immediate strength for the ego and self. Fifth, it
enables the counselee to face himself in an acceptable setting. sixth,
the person is given the opportunity to generalize his new modes of be
HAVIOR TO PERSONS OUTSIDE OF COUNS EL I NG . 3^ FINALLY, THE PASTORAL COUNSEL
ING RELATIONSHIP PROMOTES AN AWARENESS OF. God'S REDEMPTIVE ACTIVITY AND
COMMUNICATES ACCEPTANCE AND FORGIVENESS MODELED AFTER THE RELATIONSHIP
GOD OFFERS MAN. 33
IV. THE ROLE OF THE PASTOR IN THE RELATIONSHIP
The STRENGTH OF PASTORAL COUNSELING IS LARGELY DEPENDENT UPON
THE PASTOR'S PERSONALITY AND HIS SKILLS. BONNELL SUGGESTS THAT THE EFFEC
TIVE PASTORAL COUNSELOR WILL "INVARIABLY BE A MAN WHO HAS HAD AN EXPE-
RIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE SPIRITUAL RESOURCES HE BRINGS TO OTHERS.
The role of the pastor in the counseling relationship is much more than
JUST teaching or using techniques.
The Pastor' s Personal ity
The pastoral counselor, is a person and the counseling process can
hardly be discussed apart from the personality of the counselor.
The
pastor's spirit, Hulme says, is behind the method. The warmth
of his
32iB,D., pp. 108-I 10.
33arthur H. Becker, "The Function of Relationship in Pastoral
Counseling" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University,
Boston, 1958), pp. 387-388.
3^joHN Sutherland Bonnell, P_sychology for Pastor and People
(New York: Harper and Brothers, I 96oy7"Tr~T9 .
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being, the sincerity of his intentions, and the depth of his spirituality
are traits that cannot be manufactured by methods. 35
Kemp points up the pastor's personality as being symbolic:
His role and' function as a minister have been through centuries
of Christian culture, bred into the deeper levels of the conscious
ness OF those whom he serves. Therefore he has symbolic as well as
personal influence, and the symbolic power of his role gives him a
strength far beyond that of his own personal appeal to people. 36
The Pastor' s Att itudes
"The essential qualifications for the counselor lie primarily in
the realm of attitudes, emotions, and insight, rather than in the intel
lect. "37 In understanding the minister's attitude, Belgum has this to
say:
No matter how smoothly the minister moves from one resource to
another or uses "techniques" of counseling, if he does not basically
feel a genuine and emotional concern for the patient, all his
� efforts will be minimized as professional sham. 30
What Belgum emphasizes is that one of the essent i al qualities of
the pastor is interest in humanity, for the secret of the care of people
IS IN caring for the individual, a number of attitudes are considered
TO BE essential FOR THE PASTORAL COUNSELOR.
Acceptance . People who have made a failure of life seldom need
to be reminded of that fact. In most cases they are already painfully
AWARE OF it. THEY ARE DISHEARTENED AND DISCOURAGED. THEIR MOST URGENT
NEED IS FOR SOMETHING THAT WILL REBUILD THEIR CONFIDENCE AND HOPE. Th I S
3^Charles F. Kemp, Phys i c i ans of the Soul (New York: MacMillan
Company, 19^7), p- 26.
37carl R. Rogers, The Cl in i cal Treatment of the Problem Child
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, T939)/ p- 28'|.
3'^Belgum, Cl i n I cal Training, p. fS.
IS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH AN ACCEPTING RELATIONSHIP WITH ANOTHER PERSON.
It IS IMPORTANT FOR THE PASTOR TO CONVEY TO HIS COUNSELEE THE ATTITUDE OF
HIS ACCEPTANCE FOR HIM AS HE IS. WiSE SUPPORTS THIS BY SAYING, "WE HAVE
TO ACCEPT A PERSON AS HE IS, TO RESPECT HIM AS A PERSON, TO SHOW THAT
RESPECT, REGARDLESS OF WHAT HE HAS DONE OR WHAT HE IS THINKING ABOUT
DOING. -'^
Acceptance has meant receiving the other person as a separate
person with value in his own right. a christian approach to people does
not deny the significance of their humanity; it enlarges it. every per
son is of infinite value to god, who creates man with eternal potentials
for growth and who never gives up seeking to redeem man from evil by
awaking in him the possibility of good.^^ the pastor can bring an
acceptance to his relationships only as he has "integrated into his own
philosophy a deep conviction of the right of each individual to self
direction and self determination under god."^'
Reverence. There is something sacred about the inner life of
another person. therefore, the pastor who is able to build meaningful
counseling relationships entertains r es pect, , e st e em, and reverence for
the individual. this attitude of reverence for a counselee as one of
God's creatures helps the pastor to follow the client's lead and move
AT the client's PACE. -iT IS WELL TO REMEMBER THAT THE FIRST INTERVIEW
^^carroll a. Wise, "The Pastor-Parishioner Relationship," A
Cl I N I CAL Approach jo the Problems of. Pastoral .Qa��? Edited by
Jerome Levy and Roma K. McNickle (Boulder, Colorado: Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education, 196^^, p. hk.
^^Paul E. Johnson, Psychology of Pastoral Care (New York:
Abingdon-Cokesbury, 1953), 39-
hi'
IBID.
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IS LARGELY EXPLORATORY. ThE COUNSELEE MUST MAKE UP HIS MIND THAT THE
counselor is worthy of HIS TRUST AND CONFIDENCE. THIS PROCESS CAN SELDOM
be hurried. only by degrees does the troubled individual relax and tell
his full story.
Respect for human personality helps the pastor to see life from
another's viewpoint, at the same time CALLING FORTH GENUINE COMPASSION.
In THIS APPROACH THE CLIENT IS MORE LIKELY TO BE THE PERSON HE REALLY IS.
He will be more ready to talk, reassured that his CONFIDENCE WILL NOT BE
MISPLACED. On the OTHER HAND THE PASTOR REALIZES THAT HE HAS BEEN ALLOW-
ZD TO BE A PART OF ONe'S INNER LIFE - A SACRED TRUST.
Understand i ng . This attitude helps to enable the pastoral counse
lor to see the client's world through the client's eyes. Understanding
is expressed by Dayringer as "a warm and active effort to know the other
person by participating with him in what he is. "^3 Wise explains the
pastor's understanding as an objective openness.
We need the kind of emotional understanding which enables us to
open ourselves to the other person and take in his suffer.ing with
out becoming anxious and frightened or hostile or guilty.
The minister's understanding of another involves not only seeing the
problems of the individual but seeing also the strong points and speaking
OF them commendably. This type of understanding support often helps the
counselee to discover a renewed hope, that "all is not bad." When this
happens the person is helped "to accept his fears and anxieties, his
weird thoughts and feelings, as well as his moments of courage and
hp .
Paul E. Johnson, Person and Counselor (Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1967), PP. 175-176.
^^dayringer, op. cit., p. 138.
iih � ,
Wise, "Pastor-Parishioner Relationship," p. 43,
K INDNESS, AND tOVE.'
Understanding another opens the way for empathy. Translated from
THE German word e i nfulung it literally means_ "feel i ng into." It is de
rived FROM THE Greek pathos, "suffering" or "pass ion. "^^^ Bonnell de
scribes EMPATHY AS FOLLOWS:
... THAT ONE HAS SUCCESSFULLY ENTERED INTO THE INNER EMOTIONAL
EXPERIENCE OF ANOTHER. EMPATHY ENVOLVES THE IMAGINATIVE PROJECTION
OF one's CONSCIOUSNESS INTO ANOTHER PERSONALITY. EMPATHY IS
established only when a willingness to help meets with a willingness
to be helped.'^?
Empathy is an intuition by which you put yourself in another's
PLACE AND FEEL WHAT IT MEANS TO BE IN HIS SITUATION. (JnT I L YOU
FEEL WHAT HE FEELS, YOU ARE A STRANGER TO HIM AND HE TO YOU. THIS
IS A TRANSFORMING EXPERIENCE IN WHICH BY REDUCING DEFENSIVE RESIS
TANCES ONE ACHIEVES IMAGINATION ENOUGH TO FEEL WHAT LIFE MEANS TO
ANOTHER PERSON FROM THE INTERNAL POINT OF VIEW . . .
Permiss iveness. Every relationship requires a special freedom and
A special limitation if it is TO BE THERAPEUTIC. ThE COUNSELOR WHO IS
ABLE TO RESPOND FAVORABLY IN A COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP ALLOWS A FREEDOM
FOR THE COUNSELEE TO SAY OR NOT TO SAY WHATEVER HE DESIRES. ThE COUNSE
LOR DOES NOT COERCE OR CONDEMN. NO ATTITUDE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TOO
AGGRESSIVE, NO FEELING TOO GUILTY OR SHAMEFUL, TO BRING IN THE OPEN.
The ROLE OF the pastoral COUNSELOR IS NOT TO REBUKE. Jhe PASTOR ALLOWS
HATRED FOR A PARENT, FEELINGS OF CONFLICT OVER SEXUAL URGES, REMORSE OVER
PAST ACTS, DISLIKE OF COMING FOR HELP, ANTAGONISM AND RESENTMENT TOWARD
THE COUNSELOR TO BE FREELY EXPRESSED. |T IS TO BE A RELATIONSHIP, "WHERE
THE CLIENT CAN BRING INTO THE SITUATION ... ALL THE FORBIDDEN IMPULSES
^5.Dayringer, loc. cit.
k6
RoLLO May, The Act _of Counsel i ng (Nashville: Cokesbury Press,
1939), 75-
^ '^Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor, p. 57-
^^joHNsoN, Psychology of Pastoral Care, p. 36. ^^ibid., p. 83.
AND UNSPOKEN ATTITUDES WHICH COMPLICATE HIS LIFE. 50
Listening. Listening is a skill which is rapidly becoming a lost
art. It is especially difficult for ministers to listen. They are
trained to talk, to give public expression to their ideas. 5' Few ex
periences give the individual more reassurance than/to find someone who
WILL LISTEN SYMPATHETICALLY AND INTELLIGENTLY TO HIS DIFFICULTIES. ThE
most ESSENTIAL THING IS NOT THE ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND ALL OF WHAT IS
SAID, NOR THE CORRECT INTERPRETATION OF ALL THE BEHAVIOR INVOLVED, NOT
EVEN THE MATTER OF SOLVING ALL THE PROBLEMS PRESENT. THE MAIN THING IS
SIMPLY TO LISTEN S YMPATHET I CALL Y . OlSEN FEELS THAT IN PERSONAL SOUL
care, listening is even more important for the pastor than speaking. ^3
Listening in silence, however, does not mean being passive or
NEUTRAL. Rather, in listening one begins to feel in touch with another
PERSON. He enters into the individual's condition and shares his ex
periences IN AN ACTIVE PARTICIPATION. THE PASTOR SHOWS INTEREST BY RE
SPONDING IN A CLARIFYING WAY TO THE COMMUNICATION OF THE COUNSELEE.
To LISTEN IN THIS WAY REQUIRES BOTH PATIENCE AND ENDURANCE. BuT FEW
experiences give the individual more reassurance of pastoral concern
than this listening attitude,
The Pastor' s Preach i ng and Visitation
In many cases the people who come to a minister have heard HIM
PREACH ON MORE THAN ONE OCCASION. |T IS OFTEN AFTER STUDYING THEIR PAST
OR IN THE PULPIT THAT PARISHIONERS DECIDE WHETHER THEY WISH TO CONFIDE
5^Dayringer, op. CIT., P. 137, ^'bonnell, OP. CIT., P. 5^,
5^Peder Olsen, Pastoral Care and Psychotherapy (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, [961), pp. |08- lOj!
53|bid., p. 107. ^^HuLME, Counseling and Theology, pp. 2k-2^.
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IN HIM.
Preaching. Preaching is an important part of the pastor's role in
BUILDING counseling RELATIONSHIPS. BY HIS PREACHING AND TEACHING FROM
THE PULPIT AND IN ADDRESSES TO THE ORGANIZATIONS OF HIS CHURCH THE PASTOR
CAN EFFECTIVELY SUPPLEMENT HIS COUNSELING MINISTRY. BEFORE A GROUP OF
RELIGIOUS BROADCASTERS, FOSD I CK STATED, "l PREACH AS A PERSONAL COUNSELOR:
THAT IS, I ENDEAVOR TO ADDRESS A CONGREGATION AS THOUGH I V/ERE TALKING
WITH AN I ND I V I DUAL . "55
OaTES CONCLUDES THAT THE PASTOR WHO HAS MAINTAINED A COUNSELING
MINISTRY HAS MOVED IN THE DIRECTION OF L I F E-S I TUAT I ON. PR E A CH I NG . ThE
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCH PREACHING ARE FOURFOLD: |) THE INTERPRETATION
OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE IN THE LIGHT OF BiBLICAL TRUTH RATHER THAN THE EX
HORTATION OF PEOPLE TO THE OBSERVANCE OF CERTAIN MORAL PRECEPTS, AS SUCH;
2) THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONAL INSIGHT INTO THE MOTIVES OF PERSONAL AND
GROUP ACTION RATHER THAN THE CONDEMNATION OF THIS OR THAT KIND OF BEHAV
IOR; 3) "''"^ ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE CONGREGATION TOWARD FAITH IN GOD, IN ONE
ANOTHER, AND IN THEMSELVES AS A MEANS OF GAINING CONTROL OVER BEHAVIOR
WHICH THEY THEMSELVES DISCOVER TO BE ALIEN TO THE MIND OF CHRIST; AND
h) THE GROWTH OF A SENSE OF COMRADESHIP WITH GOD IN CHRIST AND THE CHANG-
ING OF PERSONALITY THROUGH THIS TRANSFORMING FRIENDSHIP.-^
If the PASTOR HAS LISTENED INTENTLY TO HIS PEOPLE DURING TIMES OF
PASTORAL CARE AND COUNSELING AND HAS FORMED MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS WITH
THEM, THEY IN TURN ARE MORE LIKELY TO LISTEN INTENTLY TO HIM AND RELATE
MEANINGFULLY TO HIM AND TO HIS SERMONS. ThUS THE PASTOR IS SEEN NOT ONLY
55bonnell, Psychology for Pastor, p. 13.
5^Wayne Gates, The Christian Pastor (Philadelphia: Westminster
Press, I95I), pp- I18-II9.
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AS A TALKING PREACHER, BUT ALSO AS A LISTENING COUNSELOR. ^7
Vis itat ION. Visitation has been a vital part of the shepherding
TRADITION OF THE MINISTRY. |N THIS ROLE THE PASTOR FOLLOV/S IN THE FOOT
STEPS OF Christ, whose contacts with people were of a very informal nature.
Brister lists three major types of pastoral visits: I) routine calls, in
which THE Church's message and fellowship have been carried regularly to
persons and families; 2) crucial calling, in which Christian resources
have been offered to THOSE EXPERIENCING CRISES OR DISTRESS; AND 3) CASUAL
CONTACTS, IN WHICH THE PASTOR ENCOUNTERS PERSONS IN UNSTRUCTURED SETTINGS
AND SEEKS TO MAKE SUCH CONTACTS VITAL. PASTORAL CONTACTS HAVE BEEN ACCOM
PLISHED BY LETTERS, TELEPHONE, VISITS IN HOMES, HOSPITALS, BUSINESSES AND
WHEREVER THE NEED EXISTS."^
The PASTORAL COUNSELOR MUST HAVE THE CAPACITY TO SENSE THE ETERNAL
'
in the commonplace. his work often begins in some seemingly insig
nificant, everyday event, far removed from a formal request for help
on the part of the person who needs i t . 59
The Pastor' s Self-understand i ng
The pastoral counselor should know himself. One of the familiar
phrases of a Greek philosopher was "know thyself." Every trained thera
pist soon becomes aware that his own personality conflicts and inner needs
are reflected in the problems of his patients. If another person appears
as a rival with whom the counselor must compete, instead of accepting him
THE counselor WILL BE TEMPTED TO OUTWIT AND OUTDO HIM, TO PROVE HIMSELF
57dayringer, "Relationship in Pastoral Counseling," p. 206.
5^0. V/. Brister, Pastoral Care i n the Church {New York: Harper and
Row, Publishers, 1964), p. 15O.
5^Wayne Gates, An I ntroduct i on to Pastoral Counseli ng (Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1959), p. 69*
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SUPERIOR. 6o As Bonnell says, "The pastor can never thoroughly understand
THE difficulties OF OTHERS UNTIL HE FIRST COMES TO GRIPS WITH HIS OWN."^'
He has to have his own problems of living reasonably well solved, OR HE
SHOULD AT LEAST BE SUFFICIENTLY AWARE OF THEM TO AVOID THEIR INTERFERENCE
WITH HIS ABILITY TO LISTEN CONSTRUCTIVELY.
The DEVELOPING OF RELATIONSHIPS REQUIRES NATURALNESS ON THE PART
OF THE PASTOR. |N ORDER TO BE NATURAL HE MUST BE ABLE TO ACCEPT HIMSELF
just as he really is. the counselor himself must be thoroughly at ease.^s
The self-knowledge which the pastor-counselor achieves helps him avoid
THE spirit of SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS AND CENSOR I OUSNESS . FEW EXPERIENCES
WILL MAKE A MAN PATIENT WITH THE FAULTS OF OTHERS LIKE THE REALIZATION
OF one's own faults. "a right RELATIONSHIP WITHIN THE SELF IS THE ESSEN-
TIAL FOR ALL OTHER R EL AT I ONS H I PS .
"
V. THE PLACE OF THE COUNSELEE AND THE SETTING
A PERSON IS USUALLY NOT MOTIVATED TO SEEK HELP UNTIL EXTERNAL OR
INTERNAL TENSIONS BECOME SO GREAT THAT HE SWALLOWS HIS PRIDE AND DETER
MINES TO DO SOMETHING. THE Jo I NT COMMISSION ON MENTAL ILLNESS AND HEALTH
REPORTED IN 1 96 1 THAT ALMOST HALF OF ALL THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE SOUGHT
64
counseling of any kind have gone first to a clergyman.
The Counselee
The counselee who finally presents himself to a minister comes with
^^JoHNSON, Psychology of Pastoral Care, p. 35-
6 1
Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor and People, p. 43-
BID., P. 93.
IBID., P. 120.
Ibid p -^Dayringer, op. cit., p. I |4,
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CERTAIN NEEDS. HE COMES DEPENDENT; HE WANTS UNQUALIFIED ACCEPTANCE AND
understanding; he must relieve himself of painful FEELINGS AND IDEAS; AND
HE NEEDS A COOPERATIVE HUMAN R EL AT I ONS H I P . ^5 DaYRINGER SUMMARIZES SEVEN
DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE WHO SEEK THE MINISTER FOR COUNSELING: (|) PER
SONS WITH RELIGIOUS DOUBTS AND CONFLICTS, (2) PERSONS SEEKING THE FOR
GIVENESS OF God, (3) CONVALESCENT PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS SEEKING RELIGIOUS
dimensions to their cure, (k) persons f ear i ng ps yc hoth er ap i sts, (5) per
sons needing psychotherapy but unable to afford it, (6) persons not need
ing therapy but wanting and needing support, and (7) those expecting the
minister to perform miracles.
The counselee approaches the minister with some basic assumptions.
He may THINK OF THE MINISTER AS A RELIGIOUS PERSON WHO IS PART OF A
TRADITION THAT VALUES INDIVIDUALS AND TRIES TO TEACH THEM A WAY OF LIFE.
He may CONCEIVE THE PASTOR AS A PERSON WITH CLEAR IDEAS OF WHAT IS RIGHT
and wrong.
The Sett i ng
The church building has often been deemed the natural place for
PASTORAL counseling. ThIS WAS, HOWEVER, NOT THE USUAL PLACE IN THE EARLY
church. Historically, ministers seem to have done their counseling in
the homes of their members during pastoral visits. even today pastoral
counseling CONTINUES BOTH IN HOMES AND IN HOSPITAL ROOMS. THE MORE
IMPORTANT FACTOR APPEARS TO BE A CLEAR IDENTITY OF THE MINISTER AS COUNSE
LOR, NOT THE SETTING FOR COUNSELING.
^^Lewis R. Walberg, The Technique of Psychotherapy (New York:
GRUNE AND STRATTON, INCORPORATED, 195^), PP. 3l�-320.
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Dayringer, op. cit., p.
Nevertheless, Bonnell suggests that careful thought be given to
THE room the pastor USES FOR HIS COUNSELING SESSIONS. IT SHOULD BE
SPARSELY FURNISHED. IT SHOULD HAVE A COMFORTABLE CHAIR FOR THE COUNSELEE.
It SHOULD INCLUDE SOME RELIGIOUS ITEMS TO IDENTIFY THE ROOM WITH THE
pastor's role as a MINISTER. If POSSIBLE THE ROOM SHOULD BE LOCATED WHERE
CONVERSATIONS CANNOT BE HEARD OUTSIDE AND WHERE OUTSIDE NOISES WILL NOT BE
AUDIBLE. It IS SUGGESTED THAT THERE BE TWO EXITS, ONE ALLOWING THE
COUNSELEE TO LEAVE WITHOUT COMING IN CONTACT WITH OTHER PERSONS. ^7
VI. HINDRANCES TO THE PASTORAL RELATIONSHIP
A MEANINGFUL PASTORAL RELATIONSHIP HAS NEVER BEEN DEVELOPED WITH
OUT INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION. THE PRIME RESPONSIBILITY FOR ESTAB
LISHING RELATIONSHIP WITH PARISHIONERS IS THE PASTOR. HE, ALSO, IS THE
one- person who can hinder development of a healthy relationship.
In our pastoral relationships we have been prone to judge rather
than to understand; to criticize rather than to forgive; to dictate
rather than to listen; to hurry rather than to wait; to answer rather
THAN TO question; TO BECOME APPREHENSIVE OURSELVES RATHEN THAN TO
assist our par>ah i oners to find faith; to be pessimistic rather than
to be hopeful.
Rogers has pointed out that relationship is restricted if the
COUNSELOR pretends TO BE SOMETHING HE IS NOT. To ACT CALM AND PLEASANT
WHEN ACTUALLY FEELING ANGRY AND CRITICAL OR TO PRETEND TO KNOW THE ANSWERS
WHEN HE doesn't, NEVER HELPS. ThE USE OF A FALSE FRONT HINDERS RELATION-
SHIP. 69
^''^Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor and People, pp. 84-85,
68russell T. Dicks, Pastoral Work and Personal Counseling (New York;
MacMillan Company, 19^9), p- 5'
69carl Rogers, On Becom i ng a Person (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, I961), pp- 1^17-
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Another hindrance results from unwise use of counseling illustra
tions IN PREACHING OR FROM DIVULGING CONFIDENCES IN CONVERSATION, NO
ILLUSTRATION SHOULD REVEAL CONFIDENCES. |T IS THE DUTY OF THE PASTORAL
counselor to keep INVIOLATE CONFIDENCES OF THOSE WHO ARE COUNSELEES. A
CASE IN POINT IS THAT OF THE WOMAN OF THE STREET WHO CAME INTO THE HOUSE
OF Simon, the Pharisee, and fell at the feet of Jesus. St. Luke writes
WITH skill, "and, behold, A WOMAN IN THE CITY, WHICH WAS A SINNER ..."
{Luke 7:37).
Preoccupation of the counselor is another hindrance. Any evidence
of attention wandering to other matters will antagonize people and cause
them to withdraw within themselves.' this means the counselor must get
HIMSELF OUT OF THE WAY. ThE PASTOR SHOULD BE OB J ECT I VE, CENTER I NG HIS
THOUGHT AND ATTENTION ON THE PARISHIONER'S LIFE AND PROBLEMS. ^'^
VI. SUMMARY
Although pastoral counseling is new in its form it is not new in
ITS essence and PURPOSE. THE CARE AND CURE OF SOULS IS AS OLD AS THE
CHURCH. In former DAYS THE PASTORAL COUNSELING WAS ORIENTED IN PASTORAL
theology; TODAY IT CENTERS IN PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY. THE BASIC ASPECTS OF
the pastoral relationship for therapeutic counseling are discussed in the
present chapter.
Relationship is seen first as a part of life. Man cannot function
IN isolation, for God has created him for relationships. This is demon
strated IN the life of Christ as he is observed in his relationships with
people. It is confirmed in man's need for other persons, who provide him
a broader concept of god.
'i^'^BoNNELL, Psychology for Pastor and People, p. 63.
The pastor has a duty to provide for his parishioners the oppor
tunity for personal "soul care." Luther envisioned this, Wesley sought
to provide it, and the Protestant tradition has in a measure realized it.
Today the emphasis upon pastoral counseling is accented by the problems
and tensions in the lives of people. The pastoral counseling relation
ship provides therapeutic contacts for the pastor and his parishioners.
Pastoral counseling, though similar to secular counseling, has
some unique characteristics. The pastor brings to this relationship a
theological competence, a symbolic role of values, a list of resources
from within the context of the church, and a dependency and guidance
UPON THE Holy Sp ir it.
The pastor seeks to build meaningful relationships. Yet no one
CAN know a person UNTIL THAT PERSON WANTS TO REVEAL HIMSELF. DEEPER
feelings and thoughts are revealed only as the counselee feels relatively
safe to communicate, only after an accepting, understanding relationship
has been established.
The pastor controls his own special and immediate interests in
ORDER TO identify HIMSELF MORE COMPLETELY WITH THE CLIENT. SuCH AN
approach does not SPECIFY CERTAIN TECHNIQUES AND STEPS AS MUCH AS IT RE
FLECTS AN ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PERSON, A WILLINGNESS TO BE AVAILABLE, TO
LISTEN, AND TO BE READY TO SHARE WHEN INVITED. PERHAPS THE GREATEST
HINDRANCE TO THIS RELATIONSHIP IS THE PASTOR WHO DOES NOT RECOGNIZE HIS
OWN FRUSTRATIONS AND WANDERING THOUGHTS. BESIDES THE NEED FOR SKILL AND
TRAINING, THERE IS THE NEED FOR THE PASTOR TO SEE CLEARLY HIS HUMANITY
AND THE NEED TO ACCEPT HIMSELF.
CHAPTER V
CONFESSIONAL ASPECTS OF THE PASTORAL
COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP
I. INTRODUCTION
What is the relationship between counseling and confession? By
WAY OF preface TO ANSWERING THIS QUESTION, FOUSEK CITES TWO COMMON MIS
TAKES:
One IS TO confuse the confessional (experience) and counseling
relationship altogether; the other, to make artificial and absolute
separation of the tv/0. much pastoral counseling involves a type of
confessional relationship.'
Pastoral counseling is basically a person-to-person relationship
AND confession IS BASICALLY A RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE. YET TO SEPARATE
them altogether denies even the traditional function of the roman catholic
sacrament of confession. individual confession has throughout its
history included the giving of some counsel and guidance, both of these
aspects were inherent in the goal of the penitential discipline, namely,
to heal the body of christ and to maintain the pastoral responsibility of
the confessor.
2 since the roman church approached confession from a
Sacramental position, pastoral counseling was precluded as a confessional
OPPORTUNITY. Even the early Protestant groups failed to see the potential
OF the pastoral counseling relationship for confessional EXPERIENCES. THE
PROTESTANT TRADITION EMPHASIZED THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS PERSONAL RIGHT TO
Marinka Fousek, "Confession?" Dialog, ^:2<36, Autumn, 1966.
Ibid.
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confess directly to god . thus, for many years both the roman and the
Protestant traditions overlooked the confessional potentials of the pas
toral COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP. |N RECENT YEARS A CHANGE HAS BEEN TAKING
PLACE .
The CONFESSIONAL NOW DEVELOPING IN OUR MIDST IS NOT SO MUCH AN
INSTITUTION AS A MOVEMENT SPONTANEOUSLY RISING AMONG PASTORS WHO SEE
THE NEED AND PREPARE THEMSELVES TO MEET IT MORE EFFECTIVELY. Th I S IS
THE PASTORAL-COUNSELING MOVEMENT ... AS THESE PASTORS LEARN TO KNOW
THEMSELVES MORE TRULY AND ESTABLISH CREATIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH
OTHERS, THEY BECOME RELIGIOUS THERAPISTS WHO PRACTICE A HEALING MINIS
TRY AFTER THE GrEAT PHYSICIAN IN WHOSE CAUSE THEY SERVE. 3
The place of confession in the pastoral counseling relationship is
discussed in this chapter. first, the psychological need for confession
IS given; second, confession as a RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE IS PRESENTED; THIRD,
THE CONFESSIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP ARE
DISCUSSED; FOURTH, THE PASTOR'S ROLE AS CONFESSOR IS STUDIED; AND FINALLY,
THE- PLACE OF ABSOLUTION IS CONSIDERED.
II. PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS FOR CONFESSION
The need for confession is justified by traditional religious
PRACTICES AND IT IS WIDELY RECOGNIZED BY PSYCHOLOGISTS. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
NEED IS CLEARLY PRESENTED IN JuNG'S CLASSICAL STATEMENT:
There appears to exist something which may be called the conscience
of the human race, which meets out its punishment to everyone who
does not somewhere, at some time, restrain his pride in his own
virtue and abstain from self- just i f i cat i on by making a confession of
his own shortcomings. it is as if the unreserved confession throws
me into the arms of humanity. it frees me from the burden of moral
EXILE. ^
3pAUL E. Johnson, Psychology of Pastoral Care (New York: Abingdon
Press, I953h pp- IO6-IO7.
^Carl G. Jung, Modern Man i n search of a_ Soul (New York: Harcourt
Brace and Company, Inc., I93^T7~pp- 39-^1 .
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Psychologists for a long time have been saying that unconscious
motivations are the most powerful and often the most destructive to per
SONALITY. When these forces remain inarticulate they are the basis of
MANY unhealthy URGES AND DRIVES WHICH CAN ONLY BE MASTERED IF BROUGHT
INTO THE consciousness. PSYCHIATRISTS HAVE STRESSED THE IMPORTANCE OF
PERMITTING THEIR PATIENTS TO "tALK OUT" THEIR DIFFICULTIES. ThE PROCESS
IS DESCRIBED AS "CATHARSIs" -- A PURGING OR CLEANSING. BONNELL, A PASTOR,
SUGGESTS THAT "|N MANY INSTANCES THE DATA GIVEN TO THE (paSTORAl) COUNSE
LOR ... MAY RIGHTLY BE DESCRIBED AS CONF ESS I ON . "5 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NEED
for confession results from the dual problem of guilt and isolation.
The Problem of Gu i lt
Guilt has always been of special interest to the pastoral ministry
of the church. those dedicated to the task of relating individuals to a
Christian faith have had to come to grips with the problem of guilt.
Their frequent inadequacy to deal with this problem has resulted from
their failure to distinguish different kinds of guilt. 6 Wise has made a
significant contribution towards understanding guilt in its proper per
spective. He says that there is a basic distinction between objective
guilt and feelings of guilt. Theological guilt may be taken as one
illustration of objective guilt. If the Ten Commandments are taken as the
LAW OF God, then anyone who breaks the Commandments knowingly is objective
ly guilty, or he may be aware that he has broken a law without feeling
5joHN Sutherland Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor and People
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 196O), p. ^6.
Julian H. Pentecost, "The Ministry of Confession," (unpublished
Doctor's dissertation. Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, 1952), p. 89.
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GUILTY ABOUT IT. A PERSON MAY ADMIT OBJECTIVE GUILT IN AN INDIRECT WAY.
He may come to a minister or to some other person roR help in his personal
LIFE, STATING THAT HE IS UNHAPPY, MISERABLE, DISCONTENTED; AND BY SO
DOING HE CONFESSES THAT LIFE HAS METED OUT TO HIM AN ADVERSE JUDGMENT. |N
DOING THIS, AN INDIVIDUAL IS SAYING THAT FUNDAMENTAL LAWS IN HIS PERSONAL
ITY ARE BEING VIOLATED, HlS COMING TO THE MINISTER INDICATES HE IS ASSUM
ING SOME RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SITUATION,^
OBJECTIVE GUILT HAS BEEN REFERRED TO AS "NORMAL GUILT," INDICATING
THAT IT IS NOT AN ABNORMALITY WHICH NEEDS TO BE REMOVED.
Normal guilt I equate with the theological "sense of sin" which
OUGHT TO FOLLOW THE DOING WRONG, INDEED, THE PREACHER MUST FREQUENTLY
PRODUCE A SENSE OF SIN. IT IS A HEALTHY AND VALUABLE SPUR TO OUR
WILL ... Guilt here is like that degree of pain which tells us that
SOMETHING IS WRONG. |T IS A VALUABLE WARNING.^
Feelings of guilt may first be clearly related to a real guilt
SITUATION. The minister may talk to a man who has committeO embezzlement
AND who confesses THIS ACT TO HIM. HOWEVER, ANOTHER RESPONSE MAY BE EVI
dent, the man may not feel guilty but rather responds by saying he feels
justified in the act. a third response is that of not being able to re
late to the minister anything which created such intense guilt feelings.
These latter two responses are understood by Wise to be neurotic express
ions OF GUILT,
In NEUROTIC GUILT THE FEELINGS ARE GREATLY EXAGGERATED BEYOND THE
act which the individual confesses, or the person is unable to relate
his feelings to any act or situations. 9
Another distinction can be made between conscious and unconscious
"^Carroll Wise, Pastoral Counsel i ng; Its Theory and Pract ice (New
York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1950, ppT~^^8.
o
Leslie D. Weatherhead, Psychology, Rel ig i on and Heal i ng (New York:
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 195'), p- 328.
~
ise, op. cit., p. 9' �
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GUILT. '0 |g POSSIBLE FOR A PERSON TO COMMIT AN ACT FOR WHICH HE ACT
UALLY FEELS INTENSELY GUILTY, BUT AT THE SAME TIME COMPLETELY REPRESS
THESE FEELINGS. ANOTHER PERSON MAY BE AWARE OF INTENSE CONSCIOUS GUILT
WITHOUT ANY AWARENESS OF ITS CAUSE. CONSCIOUS GUILT OF THIS TYPE IS CAUS
ED BY THE individual's TEMPTATION TO SIN, MORE THAN BY HIS ACTUAL SINFUL
I NDULGENCE.
The Probl em of I sol at i on
Man's need for relatedness is emphasized by Fromm: "The need to be
RELATED TO THE WORLD OUTSIDE ONESELf" AND "tHE NEED TO AVOID LONELINESS"
ARE AN "imperative PART OF MAN's NATURE."'' No INDIVIDUAL CAN LIVE UNTO
HIMSELF ALONE. Th I S RELATEDNESS TO OTHERS IS NOT IDENTICAL WITH PHYSICAL
contact; one may be surrounded by people and YET BE ALONE. ThE ISOLATED
INDIVIDUAL V/ILL BE ISOLATED FROM THE DEEPER LEVELS OF HIS OWN BEING.
In many instances, individuals will be isolated from THEMSELVES,
FROM OTHER PERSONS, AND FROM GOD, UNLESS THEY CAN COMMUNICATE TO ANOTHER
PERSON. A PERSON WITH A SENSE OF ISOLATION WILL NEVER COME TO KNOW HIM
SELF OTHER THAN SUPERF I C I ALL Y .
' ^ He WILL FIND IT DIFFICULT TO COME TO
understand himself in relationship to other people.
One may also find himself isolated from his peers. This isolation
MAY be the result OF THE INDIVIDUAL HAVING VIOLATED STANDARDS CONSIDERED
BASIC BY THOSE V/ITH WHOM HE SEEKS IDENTIFICATION. THEY MAY KNOW NOTHING
of it, but the guilty individual knows it. realizing this guilt the
individual judges himself; but in reality it is the verdict of the group
^
'^Pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," p. 92.
''erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom (New York: Rinehart and Company),
Inc., \9k\), P. 19-
'^Pentecost, op. cit., p. 105.
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from which he seeks acceptance.
Finally, one may be isolated from God. This "vertical" isolation
arises when an individual judges himself as he feels God judges him. A
barrier between himself and God develops when he sees in his life that
WHICH God cannot sanction or approve. This barrier may be of such intens
ity OR OF SUCH DURATION THAT THE INDIVIDUAL FINDS IT IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND
comfort and release even through prayer and worship.
Whatever the guilt or isolation felt by an individual, there is,
AS Jung said, a basic need from him to confess his short-comings. He
needs to find release for that feeling of guilt by communicating it to
God in an atmosphere of acceptance and understanding. This release comes
with a sense of forgiveness in a relationship of love and confident trust.
Confession of sin and guilt to a minister or someone else who stands for
those things symbolized by the church and its ministry in the mind of the
CONFESSANT IS TRULY A RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE. |T DELIVERS PEOPLE FROM
GUILT INTO CREATIVE LIVING.'^
III. CONFESSION AS A RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
Confession in this study is not to be confused with the act of
self-disclosure by which some say, "we talk out our troubles," or "we get
A LOAD OFF OUR MINDS." EVERY CONFIDENCE IS NOT A CONFESSION. THE NEED
FOR CONFESSION HAS A PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS, BUT AS BeRGSTEN EMPHATICALLY
STATES, "Christian confession should be considered as a purely religious
ACT. "'5 Christian confession is concerned with sin and the sinner's
'3|BiD., p. I06. 'Sbid., p. 97.
'^GoTE Bergsten, Pastoral Psychology; A Study _i_n the Car e of
Souls (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1951), p. 7^.�
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relation to God, As a religious experience confession provides emotional
release, personal insight, and christian assurance.
For Emot i onal Release
The emotional release which results from a full confession is a
FREQUENTLY OBSERVED AND WELL KNOWN FACT IN THE CONFESSOR's EXPERIENCE.
The faces of those who confess reflect the release which they find; their
eyes become relaxed, their facial lines soften, and radiance is evident.
'6
Nathaniel Hawthorne vividly describes emotional release in the
NOVEL, The Scarlet Letter. He has Clergyman Dimmesdale say to the physici
an:
Many, many a poor soul hath given its confidence to me, not only
ON the death bed, but while strong in life, and fair in reputation.
And ever, after such an outpouring, 0, what a relief have I witnessed
IN THOSE SINFUL BRETHREN; EVEN AS IN ONE WHO AT LAST DRAWS FREE AIR
after long STIFLING WITH HIS OWN POLLUTED BREATH. '7
The BOOK of Psalms repeatedly pictures this release from unconfess-
ED AND UNFORGIVEN SIN. ThE PsALMIST WAS CONSCIOUS OF EMOTIONAL RELEASE
after experiencing inner anguish of soul ( ps . 32;3-5)'
There is a definite therapeutic effect on the individual who can
pour the sins of his life into the mould of words. among the authors who
EMPHASIZE EMOTIONAL RELEASE IN CONFESSION IS PaUL JoHNSON. HlS WRITINGS
ARE REPRESENTATIVE:
As LONG AS SIN IS SECRET, IT MUST BE CONCEALED, REPRESSED AND
GUARDED. The NEUROTIC TENSIONS PLAY AROUND EVASION AND DEFENSE.
Confession is therefore cathartic, purging and releasing the pent-up
GUILTY tensions INTO OPEN EXPRESSION.'^
'Pentecost, op. cit., p. \\2.
'"''nathan I EL Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter (New York: Random House,
�Inc., 1950), '^9.
"
18
Paul Johnson, Psychology of Rel ig ion (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury,
1946), P. 219.
7"
To BE UNAWARE OR TO REFUSE TO RECOGNIZE THE SIN IN ONE'S LIFE
results in the person misunderstanding himself, other persons, and god .
But when he admits that he is a sinner, that he has loved self to the
exclusion of god and other persons, that he has done what he ought not to
have done, and that he has not done what he ought to have done, only then
can he find that experience of liberation for which his soul hungers.
a person no longer needs defensive reactions for a sin he has confessed.
For Personal I ns i ght
The expression of attitudes and experiences of sin and guilt not
ONLY brings emotional RELEASE BUT PERSONAL INSIGHT. ThE VALUE OF CONFESS
ION FOR PERSONAL INSIGHT IS PIN-POINTED BY THE DANISH THEOLOGIAN,
K I erkegaard:
... DO NOT RAISE THE OBJECTION AGAINST THE CONFESSION THAT THERE
'is no POINT IN CONFIDING TO THE ALL-KNOWING OnE THAT WHICH HE ALREADY
KNOWS. Reply first to the question whether it is not conferring a
benefit when a man gets to know something about himself which he did
not know before . . . not god, but you, the maker of the confess i on,
get to know someth i ng by your act of confess i on.^
Wise agrees with Kierkegaard by saying that insight does not come
FROM outside THE PERSON; IT EMERGES FROM WITHIN THE PERSONALITY. INSIGHT
21
IS looking backward in ORDER TO UNDERSTAND AND CLARIFY THE PRESENT.
The person who makes the confession learns something about himself.
Personal insight in the confessional experience is found to have
22
different stages of awareness. These stages are listed by Pentecost:
'^Pentecost, op. cit., p. 117-
20
Soren Kierkegaard, Pur ity of Heart is to Will One Th i ng; Spir itual
Preparat I on for t_he Off ice of Confess ion [New York: Harper and Brothers,
1948), pp. 50-5'' Italics mine.
21Wise, Pastoral Counseling, p. | |6.
22pE:NTECOST, op. CIT., PP. |2|-|23.
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(l) a stage which is characterized by the awareness that something is
wrong; a problem exists, help is needed; (2) a stage which is fatalistic;
one accepts his problem intellectually, but is satisfied with analysis,
NOT WITH change; (3) A STAGE OF UNDERSTANDING THE ISSUES INVOLVED IN THE
PROBLEM, BUT SEEING THEM OFTEN AS OUTSIDE ONESELF; (4) A STAGE OF UNDER
STANDING THE BASIC MOTIVATIONS AND DRIVING FORCES OF ONE'S LIFE, SIN IS
realized; and (5) the stage of the solution for THE PROBLEM.
Truth is revealed in the practice of confession concerning oneself,
one's fellows, and one's God; otherwise, truth is unperceived and unknown.
The importance of such insight is expressed in the Christian experience of
forg i veness .
For Chr i st i an Forg i veness
Confession as a religious experience is a vital part of experiencing
God's forgiveness. When an individual has experienced the forgiveness of
God, he has a new concept of God, of himself, and of other persons. The
forgiven individual knows that God is not against him, but that God is a
living, loving, personal Spirit.
The basis for understanding the forgiveness of God is encountered
2^
IN the experience of forgiveness in human relations. Human forgive
ness expressed between persons calls forth the highest and the best in an
individual, and involves a spirit of genuine understanding and compassion.
The forgiveness that is expressed between persons proves that the forgive
ness God has towards individuals must be at least as full, as unqualified,
and as meaningful as the forgiveness men express to one another. forgive
NESS practiced in human relationships provides the ATMOSPHERE FOR UNDER-
^3h.r. Mackintosh, The Chr ist ian Exper i ence of Forgiveness (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1927), p. 29.
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STANDING God's forgiveness.
If one has fallen into sin, whether or not he will ever experience
THE PEACE and PARDON OF RECONCILIATION WITH GOD DEPENDS TO AN UNLIMITED
DEGREE ON THE ATTITUDE TAKEN TOWARDS HIM (tHE SINNEr) BY THOSE WHO CON
STITUTE THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE BELIEVERS... THE LOVE OF GOD WILL FLOOD
THE LIFE OF THAT INDIVIDUAL WHOSE FELLOWS HAVE FORGIVEN HIM AND GRANTED
HIM THE SECURITY AND AFFECTION OF A GROUP R EL A T I ONS H I P .
In THE Bible, God's forgiveness is presented in such quality and
SCOPE THAT IT HAS NO EQUAL. |T INCLUDES ALL THAT IS BEsf IN HUMAN FOR
giveness, but in an infinite degree. god is presented as a loving father
who desires above all else, and despite all costs, communion with his
ch i ldren .
The penalty of sin is separation from God, and it is this penalty
which is overcome in the experience of forgiveness. god ' s forgiveness
MEANS "the UNTROUBLED COMMUNICATION OF GoD'S LOVE TO UNWORTHY MEN." ThE
PROMISE OF THIS FORGIVENESS IS MADE REAL TO THE INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS MADE
HIS CONFESSION DIRECTLY TO GoD AS DID THE PROPHET ISAIAH ( I SA . 6:1-3); OR
IN THE PRESENCE OF ONE WHO REPRESENTS GOD AS DID K I NG DaVID (II SaM. |2:|-|4)
IV. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PASTORAL COUNSELING
RELATIONSHIP FOR CONFESSION
The CONFESSIONAL MINISTRY IN PROTESTANT TRADITION EMPHASIZES MAN'S
need to confess to god directly.
There cannot be any doubt that ideally, confession should be made
TO God. Jesus poured out the FEELiNGs^gF His heart in prayer to God
and found relief and strength therein,
Protestantism has maintained that the individual is autonomous before God,
^^Pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," p. |64.
25maCK INTOSH, op. cit., P. 27.
26
Leslie D. V/eatherhead, Psychology in the Serv ice of the Soul
(New York: The Macmillan Company"]! 1932), p.~B6.
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that hz does not need to go through anyone else in order to receive god ' s
forgiveness.
The scriptures teach that only God can forgive sin and that ulti
mately ALL confession IS TO GOD . YET IN THE LIVES OF MANY, GoD I S" UNREAL
AND FAR AWAY. As WeATHERHEAD EXPRESSES IT, "CONFESSION TO A GOD WHO HAS
BEEN OBSCURED BEHIND THE DARK CLOUD OF SINFUL THOUGHT AND PRACTICE ...
CAUSES ONE TO FEEL THAT HE HAS BEEN TALKING TO SOMEONE WHO WASN'T THERE. "^7
The PERSONALITY OF SUCH AN INDIVIDUAL FREQUENTLY REQUIRES A RELATIONSHIP
WHERE HE CAN SHARE HIS DEEPEST CONFESSION WITH A FELLOW-BEING. HeRE,
CONFESSION TO A MINISTER OR TO SOMEONE WHO REPRESENTS GOD IS OF SUPREME
VALUE. The pastoral counseling relationship contains a number of signifi
cant ELEMENTS THAT ARE CONDUCIVE FOR CONFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES.
When the pastor is alone with a person who is seeking his help, he
IS engaged in one of the healing functions of the Christian ministry. The
minister's counseling relationships become in essence an extension of his
PASTORAL relationships DEEPENED AND INTENSIFIED FOR A RELATIVELY SHORT
28
PERIOD WHILE DEALING WITH SOME SPECIFIC PROBLEM. ThE RELATIONSHIP THAT
the pastor develops with his parishioners in the counseling setting con
tributes to a confessional ministry.
Promotes Verbal i zat i on
Confession is primarily a matter of communication between two per
sons FOR THE purpose OF HELPING ONE OF THEM GA I N A NEW AWARENESS OF GoD .
In the PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP THE PATIENT IS ENCOURAGED TO PUT
INTO WORDS HIS FEELINGS AND EXPERIENCES. SiN AND GUILT MAY BE BROUGHT UP
INTO THE CONSCIOUS MIND, AND COMMUNICATED TO ANOTHER PERSON AS A MEANS OF
27 iBID. Pastoral Counseling, pp.
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EXPERIENCING FORGIVENESS AND SOCIALIZATION.^^ WhEN THE CONFESSOR'S RE
SPONSE CONTRIBUTES TO THE PROCESS OF VERBALIZATION IN A POSITIVE WAY, THE
RESULT WILL BE THE PENITENT'S GREATER UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTANCE OF
H IMSELF .3*^
A FACE-TO-FACE EXPER I ENCE
The FACE-TO-FACE EXPERIENCE IS CITED BY BONNELL AS ONE OF THE AD
VANTAGES OF THE Protestant pastoral counseling relationship.
The Protestant, sitting face-to-face with his minister and unveil
ing HIS HEART IN THE PRESENCE OF A FELLOW-HUMAN BEING AS WELL AS
under the eyes of god, is undergoing an experience which ... is more
searching and cleansing in its effects. 3'
Although it is painful to confess in the presence of another per
son, THE EXPERIENCE IN ITSELF ENCOURAGES CAREFUL EXAMINATION OF HEART AND
MIND. Some penitents find that the direct gaze of a minister fosters
FURTHER INQUIRING, BRINGING OUT A FULLER CONFESSION. OTHERS FIND IT MUCH
EASIER TO MAKE A CLEAN BREAK WITH THE SINS OF THE PAST IF THEY HAVE SHARED
THE WRONGS WHICH THEY HAVE DONE. ThE FACE-TO-FACE EXPERIENCE KEEPS CON
FESSION TO God alone from being an escape from the reality of wrong-doing.
Conveys Acceptance and Understand i ng
In order that he may be free in expressing himself every person
needs to feel that he is accepted and understood. When a relationship is
warm and understanding, it is more possible to speak openly. The pastoral
relationship that provides an atmosphere of ACCEPTANCE ENCOURAGES CON
FESSIONAL EXPERIENCES. The LIVING, HUMAN RELATIONSHIP THROUGH THE PROCESS
^^Pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," pp. 285-286.
3'^WiSE, OP. cit., P. 68.
3'bonnell, Pastoral Psych i atry, p. 189.
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OF ACCEPTANCE AND UNDERSTANDING HELPS THE PENITENT TO EXPERIENCE FORGIVE
NESS AND TO FIND RELEASE.
FosTERs Forg i veness and Release
The freedom to confess deeply requires a relationship and an at
mosphere IN WHICH forgiveness IS ALREADY PRESENT. 32 Jhe FORGIVING SPIRIT,
expressed BY THE MINISTER'S ATTITUDE, IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE PASTORAL
RELATIONSHIP. FORGIVENESS IS EXPERIENCED WHERE THE MINISTER IS QUICK TO
RESPECT THE PERSONS THAT GOD HAS CREATED. |N A PASTORAL COUNSELING
relationship, the individual becomes aware of forgiveness before he is
able to make his confession.
Whereas confession is typically regarded as a condition of forgive
ness, WE WISH TO emphasize CONFESSION AS A RESPONSE TO FORGIVENESS.
Confession is not what makes forgiveness effectual, but rather an
expression of our awareness of an already actual effectual forgive
NESS . 33
V. PASTOR'S ROLE AS CONFESSOR
Some Protestants hesitate to confess in the presence of a minister.
They have come to regard confession as a Roman Catholic practice. There
are still other Protestants who endeavour to escape the costly experience
of confession by talking about their sins to somebody other than a mini
ster. Bonnell goes so far to say that a person who reveals his sin to
anyone like a minister of god is "confessing in the religious meaning of
that word. "3^ The minister's role in the pastoral counseling relationship
provides a number of positive aspects for a confessional ministry.
Howard J. Cl inebell, Mental Health Through Chr ist ian Commun i ty
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1965), p. 70.
33thomas C. Oden, "The Priority of Pardon to Penitence," Pastoral
Psychology, 20:19, April, 1969.
3^BoNNELL, Pastoral Psychology, p. 187.
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H I s Representat i ve Rol e
Oates seeks to clarify the pastor's role in the matter of confess
ion AND forg I VENESS . 35 ThE MINISTER IS A REPRESENTATIVE OF God; SYMBOLIZ
ING THE Father of love for some individuals. He is a reminder of dEsus,
HAVING IDENTIFIED HIMSELF WITH CHRIST. HE IS AN INSTRUMENT OF THE HOLY
Spirit, seeking to lead others into all truth. He is also the represent
ative OF A specific church, A GROUP OF PEOPLE UNITED BY A COMMON ONENESS.
Thus, when a confessant experiences forgiveness and acceptance by a
minister THERE ARE MULTIPLIED SPIRITUAL RESOURCES EMBODIED IN THE SYMBOLIC
ROLE OF THE MINISTER. To TELL ONE's ANXIETIES AND FEELINGS OF GUILT TO
ANOTHER PERSON IS ALWAYS A RELIEF, BUT WHEN A COUNSELOR REPRESENTS A
RELIGIOUS MINISTRY, THERE IS MADE AVAILABLE THE "PROGRESSIVE EXPERIENCE
OF THE FORGIVENESS OF GOD."^^
H I S AVA I LAB I L I TY
The PASTOR is in a strategic situation to help PERSONS WHO ARE
UNDER STRESS. He IS USUALLY WELL KNOWN AND TRUSTED AS A MAN WHO IS DEVOT
ED TO THE CARE OF OTHERS. He IS INTERESTED IN PERSONS OF ALL AGES AND
CONDITIONS. He is AS CLOSE AS A TELEPHONE CALL AND IS AVAILABLE AT ANY
TIME OF THE DAY OR NIGHT. HlS AVAILABILITY INCLUDES A PSYCHOLOGICAL
OPENNESS OF MIND, FREE OF DEFENSIVE RESISTANCES AND RECEPTIVE TO THE
INTERESTS AND STRESSES THAT CONCERN OTHER PEOPLE. 37
His Will ingness to Listen
The need for confession implies the need to have someone to listen.
35wayne Gates, The Chr ist ian Pastor (Philadelphia: Westminster
Press, 1964), pp. 43-71.
3^Pentecost, "Ministry of Confession," p. 257.
37joHNSON, Psychology of Pastoral Care, pp. 79,270-271.
It is this ministry of listening that often frees a person to unburden his
guilt in the presence of his pastor. The pastor's role as a listener
ALLOWS THE OTHER PERSON TO VERBALIZE HIS DEEPER FEELINGS. THE PASTORAL
RELATIONSHIP IS ESTABLISHED BY THE PASTOR BEING A RESPONSIBLE LISTENER.
It is THIS LISTENING ATTITUDE WHICH GIVES THE COUNSELEE COURAGE TO EXPRESS
HIMSELF FULLY AND THEREBY COME TO A SATISFYING EXPERIENCE IN GoD.
H I s Role as a Conf i dant
When one is ready to acknowledge his need, and the pastor is wor
thy OF THE CONFIDENCE, THE ATMOSPHERE IS RIPE FOR EXPRESSING THE PAINFUL
ANXIETIES AND THE MEMORIES THAT NORMALLY WOULD NOT COME TO THE SURFACE.
How IMPORTANT IT IS THAT MINISTERS MAKE THEIR PEOPLE UNDERSTAND THAT CON
FESSION DOES NOT RESULT IN LOSS OF RESPECT FOR THE CONFESSANT, THAT THE
REVERSE IS MORE TRUE. BONNELL DISCOVERED THAT HIS AFFECTION FOR HIS
PARISHIONERS INCREASED AS HE WAS TRUSTED WITH SUCH CONF I DENCES . 3^ Jhe
pastoral confessor must maintain confessional confidences, to do other
wise would be a violation of the inherent dignity of human personality.
He Encourages Sp i r i tual Growth
The pastoral counselor seeks to bring people into contact with
others, himself, and God. He not only desires to see his counselee break
the habit patterns which enslave the person and which make his life a
misery but, what is more important, he endeavors to reconcile him to god .
The PASTOR seeks to help his client find a clearer UNDERSTANDING OF HIM
SELF, A RELEASE FROM THE INNER STRUGGLES OF GUILT AND SIN, AND PROVIDE
HIM WITH A FOUNDATION FOR A LIFE OF CHRISTIAN COMMITMENT. ThE MATTER OF
CONFESSION IN THE PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP IS VITAL IN THE WORK
38bonnell, op. CIT., P. 102.
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or THE Christian ministry. The concept of the pastoral office provides
A setting which facilitates man's ACCESS TO THE EXPERIENCE OF God'S FOR-
G I VENESS .
VI. THE PLACE OF ABSOLUTION
Absolution in the Catholic confessional is the culminating act of
THE penitent's CONFESSION. AFTER THE PENITENT HAS CONFESSED HIS SINS AND
accepted a CORRECTIVE DISCIPLINE OF PENANCE, HE IS OFFERED DIVINE FORGIVE
NESS BY AUTHORITY OF THE PRIEST, WHO REPRESENTS GOD IN A PRONOUNCEMENT OF
ABSOLUTION REMOVING S I N . 39 THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION ABSOLUTION AS A
PRIVILEGE OF ECCLESIASTICAL AUTHORITY WAS REJECTED. ThE PROTESTANT GROUPS
WHICH FORMED IN THE POST- R EF ORM A T I ON PERIOD GENERALLY AVOIDED THE SACER
DOTAL CLAIMS WHICH THEY CONDEMNED IN ROMAN CATHOLICISM. THE ASSURANCE OF
FORGIVENESS IN THE PROTESTANT CHURCH WAS HELD TO BE AN INNER VOICE ASSUR
ING THE DEVOUT PENITENT OF GOD ' S FORGIVENESS.
In the COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP THE PROTESTANT MINISTER DOES NOT
USURP THE AUTHORITY OF GOD IN ABSOLVING SINS. THE PASTOR WHO HEARS CON
FESSION WILL BE KEENLY AWARE OF THE SACREDNESS OF THE EXPERIENCE AND OF
THE ACTIVITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. He WILL RECALL THAT IN EVERY FACE-TO-
FACE RELATIONSHIP THE TWO ARE IN THE PRESENCE OF A THIRD PERSON, WITHOUT
WHOM NOTHING HAPPENS. IT IS NOT THE PASTOR WHO FORGIVES SINS AND BRINGS
ABOUT RECONCILIATION,' IT IS GOD, WHO IS MORE READY THAN MAN TO RESTORE
AND HEAL BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS.
The ASSURANCE THAT GOD FORGIVES IS HOWEVER CONVEYED BY THE ACCEPT
ING AND FORGIVING ATTITUDE OF THE PASTORAL RELATIONSHIP. WHATEVER PLACE
39j0HNS0N, Psychology of Pastoral Care, p. I 19.
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ABSOLUTION HAS IN CONFESSION, IT IS EMBODIED IN THE RELATIONSHIP WHICH
DEVELOPS BETWEEN A TRUSTED PASTOR AND THE PARISHIONER WHO CONFESSES HIS
GUILT. To THE ONE CONFESSING, ABSOLUTION BECOMES MORE THAN A MERE FORM
ULA OF words; for it soon becomes apparent THAT FORGIVENESS IS EXPER I-
ko
ENCED. The absolution that IS AVAILABLE IN A CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
WITHIN THE Protestant pastoral relationship is an assurance that is
DIVINELY CONVEYED TO THE PENITENT.
V. SUMMARY
The confessional ministry available in the pastoral counseling
RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN NEGLECTED BY BOTH THE ROMAN AND PrOTESTANT TRADITIONS,
The emphasis of this chapter is upon specific confessional aspects which
ARE FOUND IN THE PrOTESTANT PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP. TwO AREAS,
THE .RELAT I ONSH I P AND THE PASTOR ' S ROLE, ARE THE MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS IN
PROVIDING A CONFESSIONAL MINISTRY IN THE COUNSELING SETTING.
The PSYCHOLOGICAL NEED OF CONFESSION IS RECOGNIZED BY THEOLOGIANS
AND PSYCHOLOGISTS. Man'S INNER CONFLICTS AND SINS PRODUCE GUILT AND ISO
LATION. Objective guilt is normal and provides one with a valuable warn
ing THAT ALL IS NOT WELL IN HIS LIFE. GuiLT ALSO SEPARATES A MAN FROM
others, FROM HIS OWN SENSE OF RIGHT, AND FROM GOD. NEUROTIC GUILT IS
based on feelings which deceive the person into believing he is guilty,
but unsure of his sin. release and forgiveness from guilt are provided
in a confessional relationship.
Confession is more than the pure talking out of one's troubles.
It is a religious experience which provides emotional release, personal
insight, and christian forgiveness. the ultimate goal of every pastoral
ko
Belgum, Cl inical Tra in ing for Pastoral Care, pp. 64-65,
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RELATIONSHIP IS TO PROVIDE AN ACCEPTING AND UNDERSTANDING ATMOSPHERE WITH
IN WHICH God's Spirit of forgiveness can be conveyed to the penitent.
The pastoral counseling relationship provides two aspects conduc
ive TO A ministry of CONFESSION. FiRST, THE RELATIONSHIP PROMOTES VERBAL
IZATION, PROVIDES A FACE-TO-FACE EXPERIENCE, CONVEYS ACCEPTANCE AND UNDER
STANDING, AND FOSTERS FORGIVENESS AND RELEASE. ThE SECOND AREA THAT
PROMOTES CONFESSION IS INHERENT IN THE ROLE OF THE PASTOR. THE PASTOR
encourages confession by his representative role, his availability, his
ministry of listening, his role as confidant, and his encouragement for
spiritual growth.
Absolution is not a formal proclamation in the Protestant pastoral
relationship. the absolution of sin felt by the penitent is conveyed to
the person by the holy spirit, for it is god alone who forgives sin.
However, the pastoral relationship conveying forgiveness and acceptance
BECOMES A NATURAL CHANNEL FOR God'S GRACE OF FORGIVENESS TO FLOW INTO
THE LIFE OF THE CONFESSOR.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study has been to understand the place of con
fession IN THE Protestant pastoral counseling relationship. The Protest
ant minister is increasingly confronted with counseling opportunities.
Many of those who go to a pastor for counseling are in need of a con
fessional experience where guilt can be released and the assurance of
HUMAN and Divine forgiveness may be received.
Summary
Confession is clearly taught in both the Old and New Testaments.
The Old Testament teaches a confession of sin and a confession of praise
TO God. In addition to this dual teaching, the New Testament adds a
third, a confession of Jesus. The confession of sin is made not only to
God; there are times when it is to be made to man. Confession may be
expressed through prayer or song, publicly or privately. Jesus taught
confession to be a part of Christian expression and commitment.
The- confessional ministry as developed by the church is not a
recent additon; it has its roots in the first century church when public
confession was the expected thing. The move from public confession to
private confession was a gradual change, first initiated in the ^th
CENTURY BY POPE LEO THE GREAT. |T WAS NOT UNTIL |2l5 AD THAT PRIVATE
CONFESSION BECAME AN OBLIGATION FOR ALL CHURCH MEMBERS. THE REFORMATION
IN THE |6tH century BROUGHT ABOUT THE MAJOR DEPARTURE FROM THE ROMAN
Catholic sacrament of confession. The Protestant groups emerging from
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THE Reformation developed a ministry of confession based upon the
"priesthood of all believers." They returned confession to the public
service. In the present century the emphasis placed upon the pastoral
relationship provides an additional setting in which confession can be
EXPER lENCED.
The pastoral relationship also provides opportunity for many to
become related to God in a confessional experience. From a theological
perspective man is incomplete in himself; god has created man for a tan
GIBLE relationship WITH HIS FELLOWMAN AND AN INTANGIBLE RELATIONSHIP WITH
HIMSELF. It was CHR I ST WHO DEMONSTRATED HOW ONE MAY ENTER INTO MEANING
FUL RELATIONSHIPS WITH GOD AND MAN. MaN RECOGNIZES HIS NEED TO BE WITH
those of his kind) and god implements his own relationship with man through
human relationships.
The Protestant pastoral counseling relationship emphasizes the
"Brother-Man" approach on the part of the minister. He functions as a
counselor in a setting related to the church and in a theological orien
TATION. He seeks To support his clients in their search for meaning.
There is a shift from dependency upon authority to more reliance on a
warm, secure, interpersonal relationship between pastor and parishioner.
The strength of the pastoral counseling relationship depends large
ly UPON THE personality AND ATTITUDES OF THE PASTOR. ATTITUDES ESSENTIAL
IN THIS PASTORAL-COUNSELOR INCLUDE: ACCEPTANCE, REVERENCE, UNDERSTANDING,
PERMISSIVENESS, AND LISTENING. THE PASTOR'S PERSONALITY IS REVEALED
through preaching and visitation, both of which can play a large part in
building a warm and accepting pastoral relationship. above all else, the
pastoral-counselor must understand himself, accept himself, and develop
a naturalness in keeping with his personality.
Man's psychological need for confession is evident in the problem
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OF GUILT AND ISOLATION. GuiLT THAT RESULTS FROM A KNOWN SIN NEEDS TO BE
EXPRESSED IN A CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. UNCONFESSED GUILT LEADS TO INNER
isolation from oneself, from other persons, and from god . confession in
the presence of another human being provides a channel through which
God's forgiveness can be experienced.
The religious experience of confession provides the penitent with
emotional release, personal insight, and christian forgiveness. confess
ion is expressed to god, who alone forgivesj but the pastoral relationship
frequently supplies the necessary support required by many individuals
before confession is possible.
The pastoral role contains a number of significant elements which
ENCOURAGE CONFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES. |T PROVIDES FOR VERBALIZATION IN A
FACE-TO-FACE SITUATION; IT ENCOURAGES ACCEPTANCE, UNDERSTANDING, FORGIVE
NESS, AND RELEASE. THE PASTOR BRINGS TO THE RELATIONSHIP HIS REPRESENT
ATIVE ROLE, HIS AVAILABILITY, HIS WILLINGNESS TO LISTEN, HIS ROLE AS A
CONFIDANT, AND HIS ENCOURAGEMENT FOR SPIRITUAL GROWTH.
CONCLUS I ON
The EMPHASIS of this thesis HAS BEEN TO CLARIFY THE PLACE OF CON
FESSION IN THE Protestant pastoral counseling relationship. Based on a
STUDY of confession FROM BOTH A BIBLICAL AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND
\
growing out of a discussion of the pastoral relationship in the counseling
setting, some general conclusions are here suggested.
First, each individual has both a spiritual and a psychological
NEED TO express HIS FEELINGS OF SIN, GUILT AND ISOLATION. Man'S SPIRIT
UAL NEED FOR CONFESSION IS A MAJOR TEACHING IN THE OlD AND NEW TESTAMENT
AND IS EMPHASIZED IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESS OF CATHARSIS, "a PURGING
OR CLEANSING." HlS INNER FEELINGS OF GUILT AND ISOLATION ARE RELATED TO
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man's ultimate need of experiencing God's acceptance and forgiveness.
The pastoral counseling setting can be a meaningful relationship for a
person seeking release from guilt and the assurance of forgiveness.
Second, the pastoral relationship is substantially an outgrowth
OF THE Protestant emphasis on the pastor as a "brother-man" in comparison
with the Roman Catholic pastor as a "father-priest." The Protestant
PASTOR traditionally TOOK HIS MINISTRY TO THE PEOPLE AND CONVEYED TO
THEM God's acceptance and forgiveness on a person-to-person level. Pas
toral COUNSELING IS A NECESSARY EXTENSION OF THIS FACE-TO-FACE RELATION
ship in which attention is given to specific problems.
Third, confessional opportunities are inherent in the pastoral
COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP- THE ROLE OF THE PASTOR, INCLUDING HIS AUTHORITY
AND ATTITUDE OF ACCEPTANCE, AND THE FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF THE PASTORAL
RELATIONSHIP, PROVIDES A SETTING FOR A PROTESTANT CONFESSIONAL. OnE OF
THE GREAT MINISTRIES OF THE CHRISTIAN PASTOR IS TO OFFER THE PRIVILEGE
OF CONFESSION TO EVERYONE. SiNCE THE NEED OF CONFESSION IS ROOTED IN THE
BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAN AND GOD AND BETWEEN MAN AND MAN, THE
PASTORAL COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP PRESENTS AN IDEAL SETTING FOR A MINISTRY
OF CONFESSION. 1N THE RELATIONSHIP ESTABLISHED BETWEEN PASTOR AND COUNSEL-
EE, CONF E S S I ON RESULTS IN THE EXPERIENCE OF GOD
' S FORGIVENESS. FORGIVENESS
AS EXPERIENCED ON THE HUMAN LEVEL BECOMES AN EXTENSION OF FORGIVENESS
BETWEEN MAN AND GOD .
Oh, THE BLISS OF HIM WHOSE GUILT IS PARDONED, AND HIS SIN
FORG I VEN'.
Oh, THE BLISS OF HIM WHOM THE ETERNAL HAS ABSOLVED, WHOSE SPIRIT
HAS MADE FULL CONFESSIONI
Psalm 32:1-2 (Moffatt's Translation)
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